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Introduction

Welcome to *Life and Health Insurance Licensing Exam Cram*! Whether this is your first or your fifteenth *Exam Cram* series book, you’ll find information here that will help ensure your success as you pursue knowledge, experience, and certification. This introduction explains state insurance licensing programs in general and talks about how the *Exam Cram* series can help you prepare for your state insurance licensing exam. Chapters 1 through 19 are designed to remind you of everything you need to know in order to take—and pass—your state insurance licensing exam. The two sample tests at the end of the book should give you a reasonably accurate assessment of your knowledge—and, yes, we provide the answers and their explanations to the tests. Read the book and understand the material, and you stand a very good chance of passing the test.

*Exam Cram* books help you understand and appreciate the subjects and materials you need to pass state insurance licensing exams. *Exam Cram* books are aimed strictly at test preparation and review. They do not teach you everything you need to know to pass the exam. Instead, we present and dissect the questions and problems I’ve found that you’re likely to encounter on a test. I’ve worked to bring together as much information as possible about state insurance licensing exams.

Nevertheless, to completely prepare yourself for any state insurance licensing test, we recommend that you begin by taking the Self-Assessment that is included in this book, immediately following this introduction. The Self-Assessment tool will help you evaluate your knowledge base against the requirements for a state insurance licensing exam under both ideal and real circumstances.

Based on what you learn from the Self-Assessment, you might decide to begin your studies with some more comprehensive self-study or classroom training, some practice with state insurance exam simulators, or an audio review program. On the other hand, you might decide to pick up and read one of the many study guides available from third-party vendors on certain topics. We also recommend that you supplement your study program with a visit to your state insurance department’s website to get all the details about
how to get your insurance license as well as how to schedule and take your insurance licensing exam.

## Getting an Insurance License

Licensing is the way governments assure that only qualified individuals are allowed to practice certain important professions, such as being an insurance producer. Because insurance is regulated primarily at the state level, the rules for getting an insurance license vary somewhat from state to state.

Every state requires individuals to pass a qualification exam to get an insurance license. In addition, most states require individuals to meet a prelicensing education requirement before they can take the qualification exam. In some states, the prelicensing education requirement can be met through an approved self-study course—that is, you buy a book that has been approved in advance by the state insurance department and take an exam (not to be confused with the licensing qualification exam) that you send in to be graded. In other states, the prelicensing education requirement can be met only by attending an approved classroom course.

This Exam Cram text is not approved to meet the prelicensing education requirement in any state. It is designed only as a supplementary aid to help you pass the state insurance licensing exam.

Besides fulfilling any prelicensing education requirement and passing the licensing exam, insurance license candidates must also submit a license application to their state insurance department and have it approved. In some states, the license application must be submitted before taking the license qualification exam; in some states, it must be submitted after passing the exam. Call your state insurance department’s licensing division or visit its website to find out what you need to do in your state.

## Taking a Licensing Exam

As with other aspects of insurance licensing, specific instructions on how to register for your qualification exam are available from the insurance department. Ask for a licensing information bulletin or a licensing candidate handbook, which will describe where and when exams are given, the fees you must pay, and the testing procedures.
One thing all state insurance qualification exams have in common is that they are closed-book exams. You will not be allowed to take any study materials or notes into the testing room. Even phones and calculators might not be allowed. In some states, the only items exam candidates are permitted to take into the testing room are their wallet and keys.

In most states, insurance qualification exams are given on computers. However, you will not need any computer or typing skills to take the exam. You will be instructed on how to answer questions and given a short practice test to get comfortable with the equipment before the actual qualification exam begins.

When you complete a computer-administered exam, the software tells you immediately whether you passed or failed. Your states will have its own rules for retesting in the event you don’t pass. Those rules will be described in your licensing information bulletin/candidate handbook.

How to Prepare for an Exam

Whether or not your state has a prelicensing education requirement, you’ll want to study in preparation for the license qualification exam. And even if your state has a prelicensing education requirement, you’ll probably want to do some additional studying to make sure you are fully prepared for the exam. Your options for additional study include the following:

➤ **Self-study courses**—Publishers such as BISYS Education Services offer courses designed to allow you to study on your own for the licensing qualification exam. BISYS license training packages are available in either web-based or print-based formats and contain a number of components:

➤ A *Property-Casualty Concepts* text, which covers all the non–state-specific topics on the licensing exam

➤ Practice exams, which help you evaluate your comprehension of the material in the *Concepts* text

➤ Explanations to answers on the practice exams, so you know why each of your responses was right or wrong

➤ A state insurance law digest, which covers all the state-specific topics on the licensing exam

➤ An optional audio CD review program, which reviews the key information contained in the *Concepts* text
➤ An optional exam simulator, which gives you additional question-and-answer practice over the material covered in the Concepts text and the state insurance law digest

➤ Classroom training—Many colleges and commercial training companies offer classroom training for insurance license exams. Although classroom training generally costs considerably more than self-study, some individuals find that they learn best in a classroom situation. And of course, in many states, the prelicensing education requirement must be met with classroom study in any case.

➤ Other sources—There’s no shortage of materials available on insurance topics. The “Need to Know More?” resource appendix at the end of this book will give you an idea of where we think you should look for further discussion.

In addition, you will surely find Que Publishing’s Exam Cram insurance licensing preparation materials useful in your quest for insurance knowledge. Exam Cram books provide you with a review of the essential information you need to know to pass the tests. They focus on the detailed information in the Concepts texts available from BISYS Education Services. Together, the BISYS Education Services license training packages and the Exam Cram review materials create a powerful exam preparation program.

This set of required and recommended materials represents an unparalleled collection of sources and resources for insurance licensing qualification and related topics. Our hope is you’ll find that this book belongs in that company.

What This Book Will Not Do

This book by itself will not teach you everything you need to know to pass your insurance licensing exam. It does not cover the state-specific topics that appear on the exam, usually dealing with laws that apply only in your particular state. That information, although it represents a small proportion of the entire exam, is critical to passing the exam. State-specific topics are covered in the state insurance law digests available from BISYS Education Services. This book reviews the rest of what you need to know before you take the test, with the fundamental purpose dedicated to reviewing the non-state-specific information on the insurance licensing exam.
What This Book Is Designed to Do
This book uses a variety of teaching and memorization techniques to analyze the exam-related topics and to provide you with ways to input, index, and retrieve what you need to know in order to pass the test.

This book is designed to be read as a pointer to the areas of knowledge on the test. In other words, you may want to read the book through once to get an insight into how comprehensive your knowledge of insurance is. The book is also designed to be read shortly before you go for the actual test and to give you a distillation of the topics covered by the exam in as few pages as possible. We think you can use this book to get a sense of the underlying context of any topic in the chapters—or to skim-read for Exam Alerts, bulleted points, summaries, and topic headings.

We draw on material from each state’s exam outlines and from other preparation guides, in particular, BISYS Education Services’ Property-Casualty Concepts text. Our aim is to walk you through the knowledge you will need and point out those things that are important for the exam (Exam Alerts, practice questions, and so on).

We demystify insurance jargon, acronyms, terms, and concepts. Also, wherever we think you’re likely to blur past an important concept, we define the assumptions and premises behind that concept.

About This Book
We structured the topics in this book to build on one another. Therefore, the topics covered in later chapters might refer to previous discussions in earlier chapters. We suggest you read this book from front to back.

After you read the book, you can brush up on a certain area by using the Index or the Table of Contents to go straight to the topics and questions you want to reexamine. We use headings and subheadings to provide outline information about each given topic. After you pass the exam and obtain your insurance license, we think you'll find this book useful as a tightly focused reference and an essential foundation of insurance information.

Chapter Formats
Each Exam Cram chapter follows a regular structure, with graphical cues about especially important or useful material. The structure of a typical chapter is as follows:
Opening hotlists—Each chapter begins with lists of the terms you need to understand and the concepts you need to master before you can be fully conversant with the chapter’s subject matter.

Topical coverage—After the opening hotlists, each chapter covers the topics related to the chapter’s subject.

Alerts—Throughout the topical coverage section, we highlight material most likely to appear on the exam by using a special Exam Alert layout that looks like this:

![Exam Alert](image)

This is what an Exam Alert looks like. An Exam Alert stresses concepts or terms that will most likely appear in one or more license exam questions. For that reason, we think any information found offset in Exam Alert format is worthy of special attention.

Even if material isn’t flagged as an Exam Alert, all the content in this book is associated in some way with test-related material. What appears in the chapter content is critical knowledge.

Notes—This book is an overall examination of entry-level insurance knowledge. As such, we touch on many aspects of insurance that open doors for further inquiry. Where a topic goes deeper than the scope of the book, we use notes to indicate areas of concern or further training.

![Note](image)

Cramming for an exam will get you through a test, but it won’t make you a fully competent insurance professional. Although you can memorize just the facts you need in order to become licensed, your daily work in the field will rapidly put you in water over your head if you don’t continue your insurance education.

Tips—Besides Alerts and Notes, we also include tips to help you remember or distinguish certain information that may appear on your license exam.

![Tip](image)

Pay special attention to Tips because they provide you with various techniques that may improve your exam score!

Exam Prep Questions—This section presents a short list of multiple-choice test questions related to the specific chapter topic. Each question has a following explanation of both correct and incorrect answers. The practice questions highlight the areas we found to be most important on the exam.
➤ **Need to Know More?**—At the end of the book is a section titled “Need to Know More?” This section provides pointers to resources that we found to be helpful in offering further details on the book’s subject matter. If you find a resource you like in this collection, use it, but don’t feel compelled to use all these resources. We use this section to recommend resources that we have used on a regular basis, so none of the recommendations will be a waste of your time or money. These resources may go out of print or be taken down (in the case of websites), so we reference widely accepted resources.

The bulk of the book follows this chapter structure, but there are a few other elements that we would like to point out:

➤ **Practice Exams**—The sample tests, which appear in Chapters 25 and 27 (with answer keys in Chapters 26 and 28), are intended to test your comprehension of the material in this book. They are also intended to be in a similar format and degree of difficulty as the questions you are likely to see on the license exam. However, because the questions on the actual exam are kept highly confidential, you should expect that the questions on the actual license exam will be ones that you have never seen before.

➤ **Answer Key**—These provide the answers to the sample tests, complete with explanations of both the correct responses and the incorrect responses.

➤ **Glossary**—This is an extensive glossary of important terms used in this book.

➤ **Cram Sheet**—This appears as a tear-away sheet inside the front cover of this Exam Cram book. It is a valuable tool that represents a collection of the most difficult-to-remember facts, terms, and concepts we think you should memorize before taking the test.

You might want to look at the Cram Sheet in your car or in the lobby of the testing center just before you walk into the testing center. The Cram Sheet is divided under headings, so you can review the appropriate parts just before each test.

➤ **CD-ROM**—The CD contains the BISYS Education Services Exam Simulator, Preview Edition software. The preview edition exhibits most of the functionality of the commercially available version, but offers a reduced number of unit review questions and a 25-question practice exam. To get the complete set of practice questions and 100-question exam functionality, visit www.bisyseducation.com or call 800-241-9095.
Contacting the Source

*Life and Health Insurance Licensing Exam Cram* is a real-world tool that you can use to prepare for and pass your state insurance licensing exam. We’re interested in any feedback you would care to share about the book, especially if you have ideas about how we can improve it for future test-takers. We’ll consider everything you say carefully and will respond to all reasonable suggestions and comments. You can reach us via email at customerservice@bisys-education.com.

Let us know if you found this book to be helpful in your preparation efforts. We’d also like to know how you felt about your chances of passing the exam *before* you read the book and then *after* you read the book. Of course, we’d love to hear that you passed the exam—and even if you just want to share your triumph, we’d be happy to hear from you.

Thanks for choosing us as your license exam preparation coach, and enjoy the book. We wish you luck on the exam, but we know that if you read through all the chapters and work with the product, you won’t need luck—you’ll pass the test on the strength of real knowledge!
Self-Assessment

We include a Self-Assessment in this Exam Cram to help you evaluate your readiness to take and pass your state insurance license qualification exam. It should also help you understand what you need to master for an entry-level knowledge of the industry in which you are about to embark on a career.

Getting Prepared

Whether you attend a class to get ready for your exam or use self-study materials, some preparation for your insurance license qualification exam is essential. You want to do everything you can to pass on your first try.

You can get all the confidence you need from knowing that many others have gone before you. If you’re willing to tackle the process seriously and do what it takes to gain the necessary knowledge, you can take—and pass—the insurance license qualification exams. In fact, the Exam Crams and the companion state license training packages from BISYS Education Services are designed to make it as easy as possible for you to prepare for these exams—but prepare you must!

You can obtain an outline of exam topics, practice questions, and other information about insurance qualification exams from your state insurance department’s website. If your state has contracted with an exam administration company to administer its insurance licensing exams (which is usually the case) you can get the exam information from the exam administrator’s website. Contact your state insurance department for more information.

Put Yourself to the (Practice) Test

We have included in this book several review exam questions for each chapter and two practice exams at the end of the book. If you don’t score well on the chapter questions, you can study more and then retake the review questions at the end of each part. When you have gone through all the chapters, take the first practice exam and then score yourself. Review by reading the
explanations that accompany the answer key in the chapter following that exam. If you don’t earn a score of at least 80% on the first practice exam, you’ll want to do some additional study. Go back through this book, and also consult your notes and/or your text from any licensing exam preparation course you took. Then try the second practice exam in this book. Again, shoot for a score of 80% or better on your first try.

There is no better way to assess your exam readiness than to take a high-quality practice exam and pass with a score of 80% or better on your first try for that exam. When you take the same practice exam over and over, you begin to memorize the answers to the specific questions on that exam. It may help you improve your knowledge, but it spoils the value of the exam as an indication of how well you might respond to an exam containing questions over the full range of topics on your state’s exam outline. Even though you must score only 70% to pass the actual exam, shoot for 80% on a practice exam to leave room for the fact that you might be nervous during the actual exam and that the questions on the actual exam might be more difficult than those on your practice exam.

If you did not score 80% or better on your first try, investigate the other study resources available (see the “Need to Know More?” addendum at the end of this book).

If you’ve given your utmost to self-study materials and then taken the exam and failed anyway, consider taking a class. For some people, self-study is not the optimal learning format. The opportunity to interact with an instructor and fellow students can make all the difference. For information about classes available in your area, ask your state insurance department or call BISYS Education Services (800-241-9095) to see whether there are schools using BISYS insurance licensing textbooks nearby.

One last note: Do not use practice exams as your only means of study for the exam. Next to not preparing at all, the best way to assure you’ll fail your license qualification exam is to skip studying and go directly to taking question-and-answer practice tests to assess your readiness to take the exam. Practice exams are a gauge of how well you’ve comprehended your study material—they are not an accurate reflection of the questions you will see on your license qualification exam.

Other Preparation

Besides studying for the exam, there are some other things you should do to make sure you perform well on the exam:
➤ *Get a good night’s sleep the night before the exam.* When you’re tired, you’re more likely to make careless—that is, needless—mistakes. Getting a good night’s sleep will help assure that you feel refreshed and at your best.

➤ *Eat a nourishing breakfast the morning of the exam.* Your brain needs nutrients to function at its best—make sure you provide them! At the very least, you don’t want your attention to be distracted by hunger while you’re trying to concentrate on a question.

➤ *Give yourself plenty of time to get to the exam site.* Rushing to get somewhere can put you in a less-than-optimum frame of mind even if you end up arriving on time. Leave early to allow for unforeseen problems such as traffic delays. If you arrive well before the exam is scheduled to start, you can always use the extra time to go over your notes.

### No Experience Required

Insurance license exams are designed so that they can be passed by individuals with no insurance industry experience or formal insurance schooling, other than any state-required prelicensing education requirement. So if you are completely new to this business, don’t worry. Everything you need to know to pass your qualification exam can be obtained in the study materials referenced here.

In terms of having a successful insurance career after you pass your exam, the most important requirement is a sincere desire to help people solve their financial problems and reach their financial goals. However, there is certain background that can be an asset as you start out in the job. If you have run your own business, you already understand the type of self-discipline and motivation that will help you succeed in your insurance sales activities. If you have some prior sales experience—such as a customer service representative, real estate agent, or some other sales position—you’ll probably have a comfort level with meeting people to discuss and solve their needs. But again, if you’re new to insurance or to sales, have no fear on that account. You will have ample opportunity and resources for learning everything you need to know.
Onward to Exam and Career Success!

After you’ve undertaken the right studies and reviewed the many sources of information to help you prepare for the license qualification exam, you’ll be ready to take a practice exam. When your scores are positive enough to indicate that you will get through the exam, you’re ready to go after the real thing. Good luck!
Insurance Law

Terms you need to understand:

✓ Express authority
✓ Implied authority
✓ Apparent authority
✓ Waiver
✓ Estoppel
✓ Policy face
✓ Insuring clause
✓ Conditions
✓ Exclusions
✓ Aleatory contract
✓ Contract of adhesion
✓ Unilateral contract
✓ Executory contract
✓ Conditional contract
✓ Personal contract
✓ Warranty
✓ Representation
✓ Misrepresentation
✓ Concealment

Concepts you need to master:

✓ Presumption of agency
✓ Agent errors and omissions exposure
✓ Contract formation
✓ Offer and acceptance
✓ Consideration
✓ Competent parties
✓ Legal purpose
✓ Utmost good faith
✓ Parol evidence rule
Agency Law

An understanding of the law of agency is important because an insurance company, like other companies, must act through agents.

Agency Law Principles

Agency is a relationship in which one person is authorized to represent and act for another person or for a corporation. Although a corporation is a legal “person,” it cannot act for itself, so it must act through agents. An agent is a person authorized to act on behalf of another person, who is called the principal.

In the field of insurance, the principal is the insurance company and the sales representative or producer is the agent. When one is empowered to act as an agent for a principal, he or she is legally assumed to be the principal in matters covered by the grant of agency. Contracts made by the agent are the contracts of the principal. Payment to the agent, within the scope of his or her authority, is payment to the principal. The knowledge of the agent is assumed to be the knowledge of the principal.

Presumption of Agency

If a company supplies an individual with forms and other materials (signs and evidences of authority) that make it appear that he or she is an agent of the company, a court will likely hold that a presumption of agency exists. The company is then bound by the acts of this individual regardless of whether he or she has been given this authority.

Authority

An agent has one of three types of authority:

➤ *Express authority* is an explicit, definite agreement. It is the authority the principal gives the agent as set forth in his or her contract.

➤ *Implied authority* is not expressly granted under an agency contract, but it is actual authority that the agent has to transact the principal’s business in accordance with general business practices. For example, if an agent’s contract does not give him or her the express authority of collecting and submitting the premium, but the agent does so on a regular basis, and the company accepts the premium, the agent is said to have implied authority.

*Lingering implied authority* means that the agent carries “signs or evidences of authority.” By having these evidences of authority, an agent
who is no longer under contract to an insurer could mislead applicants or insureds. When the agency relationship between agent and company has been terminated, the company will try, or should try, to get back all the materials it supplied to the former agent, including sales materials.

On the other hand, the public cannot assume that an individual is an agent merely because he or she says so. The agent must carry the credentials (for example, the agent’s license and appointment) and company documents (such as applications and rate books) that represent him or her as being an agent for an insurance company.

➤ *Apparent authority* is the authority the agent seems to have because of certain actions undertaken on his or her part. This action may mislead applicants or insureds, causing them to believe the agent has authority that he or she does not, in fact, have. The principal adds to this impression by acting in a manner that reinforces the impression of authority. For instance, an agent’s contract usually does not grant him the authority to reinstate a lapsed policy by accepting past due premiums. If, in the past, the company has allowed the agent to accept late premiums for that purpose, a court would probably hold that the policyowner had the right to assume that the agent’s acceptance of premiums was within the scope of his or her authority.

**Collection of Premium**
All premiums received by an agent are funds received and held in trust. The agent must account for and pay the correct amount to the insured, insurer, or other agent entitled to the money. Any agent who takes funds held in trust for his or her own use is guilty of theft and will be punished as provided by law.

**Agent’s Responsibility to Insured/Applicant**
An agent has a fiduciary responsibility to the insured, the insurer, the applicant for insurance, current clients, and so forth. The agent has a fiduciary duty to just about any person or organization that he or she comes into contact with as part of the day-to-day business of transacting insurance.

By definition, a *fiduciary* is a person in a position of financial trust. Thus, attorneys, accountants, trust officers, and insurance agents are all considered fiduciaries.

As a fiduciary, the agent has an obligation to act in the best interest of the insured. The agent must be knowledgeable about the features and provisions
of various insurance policies and the use of these insurance contracts. The agent must be able to explain the important features of these policies to the insured. The agent must recognize the importance of dealing with the general public’s financial needs and problems and offer solutions to these problems through the purchase of insurance products.

As a fiduciary, the agent must collect and account for any premiums collected as part of the insurance transaction. It is the agent’s duty to make certain that these premiums are submitted to the insurer promptly. Failure to submit premiums to the insurer, or putting these funds to one’s own personal use, is a violation of the agent’s fiduciary duties and possibly an act of embezzlement.

The insured’s premiums must be kept separate from the agent’s personal funds. Failure to do this can result in *commingling*—mixing personal funds with the insured or insurer’s funds.

**Waiver and Estoppel**

The legal doctrines of waiver and estoppel are directly related to the responsibilities of insurance agents. An insurer may, by waiver, lose the right of making certain defenses that it might otherwise have available.

**NOTE**

*Waiver* is defined as the intentional and voluntary giving up of a known right. An insurance company may waive its right to cancel a policy for nonpayment by accepting late payments.

Waiver and estoppel often occur together, but they are separate and distinct doctrines.

**NOTE**

*Estoppel* means that a party may be precluded by his or her acts of conduct from asserting a right that would act to the detriment of the other party, when the other party has relied upon the conduct of the first party and has acted upon it. An insurer may waive a right, and then after the policyowner has relied upon the waiver and acted upon it, the insurer will be estopped from asserting the right.

The agent must be alert in his or her words, actions, and advice to avoid mistakenly waiving the rights of the insurance company. As a representative of the company the agent’s knowledge and actions may be deemed to be knowledge and actions of the company.

**Agent’s Responsibilities to Company**

The agent’s contract or agency agreement with the insurer will specify the agent’s duties and responsibilities to the principal. In all insurance transac-
tions, the agent’s responsibility is to act in accordance with the agency contract and thus for the benefit of the insurer. In accordance with the agent’s fiduciary obligation to the insurer and his or her agency agreement, the agent has a responsibility of accounting for all property, including money that comes into his or her possession. As part of the agent’s working relationship with the insurer, it is important that pertinent information be disclosed to the insurer, particularly with regard to underwriting and risk selection. If the agent knows of anything adverse concerning the risk to be insured, it is his or her responsibility to provide this information to the insurer. To withhold important underwriting information could adversely affect the insurer’s risk selection process. In accordance with agency law, information given to the agent is the same as providing the information to the insurer.

It is the agent’s responsibility to obtain necessary information from the insurance applicant and to accurately complete the application for insurance. A signed and witnessed copy of the application becomes part of the legal contract of insurance between the insured and the insurer.

Finally, the agent has a responsibility to deliver the insurance policy to the insured and collect any premium that might be due at the time of delivery.

The agent must be prepared to provide the insured with an explanation of some of the policy’s principal benefits and provisions. If the policy is issued with any changes or amendments, the agent will also be required to explain these changes and obtain the insured’s signature acknowledging receipt of these amendments.

**Company’s Responsibility to Agent**

The company is required to permit the agent to act in accordance with the terms of the agent’s employment contract, and the company must recognize all the provisions of that contract.

In addition, the company must pay the agent the compensation agreed upon in the contract, must reimburse the agent for proper expenditures made on behalf of the principal, and must indemnify the agent for any losses or damages suffered without fault on the part of the agent but occurring on account of the agency relationship.

**Potential Liabilities of Agent/Errors and Omissions (E&O) Exposure**

Errors and omissions (E&O) insurance is needed by professionals who give advice to their clients. It covers negligence, error, or omission by the insurer or producer who is the insurer’s representative. E&O policies protect pro-
ducers from financial losses they may suffer if insureds sue to recover for their financial loss due to a producer giving them incorrect advice (error) or not informing them of an important issue (omission). Because a producer’s office is very busy, he or she must take special care to follow strict procedures in regard to taking applications, explaining coverages, collecting premiums, submitting changes to policies upon an insured’s request, and preparing claim forms.

**Formation of a Life and Health Insurance Contract**

The formation of a life or health insurance contract differs from the formation of other insurance contracts because the life or health producer usually does not have the authority to bind the insurer.

**Contract Elements**

Insurance policies are legal contracts and are subject to the general law of contracts. This is a distinct body of law that is separate from criminal law (crimes against society) and tort law (legal liability issues usually involving damages for negligence). A contract is a legal agreement between two or more parties promising a certain performance in exchange for a valuable consideration. Under the law, the following elements are necessary for the formation of a valid contract:

➤ Agreement (offer and acceptance)

➤ Consideration

➤ Competent parties

➤ Legal purpose

**Agreement (Offer and Acceptance)**

There can be no contract without the agreement or mutual assent of the parties. A common intention on all terms of the contract is essential to an agreement and no essential terms of the contract may be left unsettled. Further, the intention of the parties to a contract must be communicated to one another.

The parties to an insurance contract are the insurance company and the applicant, who may become the insured or may name another person to be
insured. Unless otherwise indicated, it is assumed that the applicant is the prospective insured.

**Offer**
An offer is a proposal that creates a contract if accepted by another party according to its terms. If an applicant gives the insurer a completed application and pays the first premium, the application is an offer. If the policy is issued as applied for, the insurer accepts the offer.

There is no offer if the applicant sends the application to the insurance company without payment of the premium. Such an application is merely an invitation to the company to make an offer. The insurance company makes an offer by issuing the policy. The applicant accepts it by paying the first premium.

**Acceptance**
An acceptance must be unconditional and unqualified. If an insurance company, after receiving an application and premium payment, issues a policy with more restrictive coverage than that applied for, the company has made a counter offer.

For example, a *counter offer* occurs if an applicant applies for a standard health insurance policy, pays the premium, and receives a policy containing an exclusionary endorsement for specified physical conditions. The applicant must decide whether to accept the policy as modified. If he or she accepts the policy, there is a contract. If he or she rejects the modified policy, there is no contract, and the applicant is entitled to a return of his or her premium.

**Consideration**
Each party to the contract must give valuable consideration. In the insurance contract, the value given by the insurer consists of the promises contained in the policy contract. The consideration given by the insured consists of the statements made in the application and the payment of the initial premium.

The consideration may consist of any of the following:

- A monetary payment
- An act
- A forbearance from action
- The creation, modification, or destruction of a legal right
- A return promise
It is important to know that part of the applicant’s consideration consists of the statements in the application. A great deal of importance is placed on the representations in the application because the insurance company’s entire decision of whether to contract is based on its evaluation of the information in the application.

**Competent Parties**
For a contract to be binding, both parties must have the legal capacity to make a contract. To have the legal capacity to make insurance contracts, an insurance company must have authority under its charter to issue contracts and be authorized by the state to issue contracts. The company’s representative must also be licensed by the state.

---

**Legal Purpose**
To be valid, a contract must be for a legal purpose and not contrary to public policy. An insurance contract is not against public policy where an insurable interest exists.

---

**Parts of the Insurance Contract**
Although it is not a legal requirement that all contracts be in writing, insurance contracts always are because of their complex nature. The number of pages that make up an insurance contract varies because of the types of insurance and the individual risks being insured, but all life/health insurance contracts contain four basic parts:

- Policy face (Title page)
- Conditions
- Insuring clause
- Exclusions

**Policy Face (Title Page)**
The policy face is usually the first page of the insurance policy. It includes the policy number, name of the insured, policy issue date, the amount of premi-
um and dates the premium is due, and the limits of the policy. The policy face also includes the signatures of the secretary and president of the issuing insurance company. In addition, there are generally clauses required by law to give the insured information on his or her right to cancel, and a warning to the insured to read the policy carefully.

**Insuring Clause**
The *insuring clause* generally also appears on the policy face. It is a statement by the insurance company that sets out the essential element of insurance—the promise to pay for losses covered by the policy in exchange for the insured’s premium and compliance with policy terms.

**Conditions**
This section spells out in detail the rights and duties of both parties. *Conditions* are provisions that apply to the insured and insurer. For example, the conditions include the reinstatement provision, suicide clause, payment of claim provision, and similar standard policy provisions.

**Exclusions**
In this section, the company states what it will not do. The *exclusions* are a basic part of the contract and a complete knowledge of them is essential to a thorough understanding of the agreement. Certain risks must be excluded from insurance contracts because they are not insurable.

**Legal Requirements**
When the courts have a case involving contracts, it looks at the “rules of construction” to interpret the contract. The rules of construction help identify and establish the intent of the parties to the contract.

**Contract Construction**
There are five major areas that the courts review in order to interpret the contract, establish the intent of the parties, and hand down a ruling.

**Plain Language and Word Definitions**
If the language of the contract is clear the courts do not have to interpret the meaning of the contract. The courts give the words in the contract their “ordinary meaning.” In cases where ordinary words have been used in a technical capacity, the technical meaning of the word is accepted.
The Entire Contract
The courts look at the entire contract to determine the intent of the parties. It does not consider material added to the basic contract, nor does it take only parts of the contract to make a determination.

Interpretation in Favor of Valid Contract
Because the courts assume that when people make a contract they intend for it to be valid, the courts will, if possible, render an interpretation of the contract that makes it valid rather than invalid.

Unclear Contract of Adhesion Interpreted Against the Insurer
If a contract contains wording that is unclear the courts will interpret the language used against the writer of the contract, unless the wording used is required by law to be stated in a specific manner. Insurance contracts are contracts of adhesion, which means the insured had no part in determining the wording of the contract; therefore, the courts will interpret the contract in favor of the policyholder, insured, or beneficiary.

Written Contracts
If a contract contains unclear or inconsistent material between printed, typed, or handwritten text in the contract, the typed or handwritten material will determine intent.

Contract Characteristics
The insurance contract has certain characteristics not typically found in other types of contracts.

Utmost Good Faith
The insurance contract requires utmost good faith between the parties. This means that each party is entitled to rely on the representations of the other and each party should have a reasonable expectation that the other is acting in good faith without attempts to conceal or deceive. In a contract of utmost good faith, the parties have an affirmative duty to each other to disclose all material facts relating to the contract. That is not just a duty not to lie, but also a duty to speak up. Failure to do so usually gives the other party ground to void the contract.

Aleatory
An insurance contract is said to be aleatory, or dependent upon chance or uncertain outcome, because one party may receive much more in value than
he or she gives in value under the contract. For example, an insured who has a loss may receive a greater payment from an insurer for the loss than he or she has paid in premiums. On the other hand, an insured might pay his or her premiums and have no loss, so the insurer pays nothing.

**Adhesion**
In insurance, the insurer writes the contract and the insured adheres to it. When a contract of adhesion is ambiguous in its terms, the courts will interpret the contract against the party who prepared it.

**Unilateral**
Insurance contracts are unilateral. This means that after the insured has completed the act of paying the premium, only the insurer promises to do anything further. The insurer has promised performance and is legally responsible. The insured has made no legally enforceable promises and cannot be held for breach of contract. For example, the insured may stop paying premium because he is not legally responsible to continue paying premium.

**Executory**
An insurance contract is an *executory contract* in that the promises described in the insurance contract are to be *executed in the future, and only after certain events (losses) occur.*

**Conditional**
Insurance contracts are also *conditional* contracts because when the loss occurs certain conditions must be met to make the contract legally enforceable. For example, a policyholder might have to satisfy the test of having an insurable interest and satisfy the condition of submitting proof of loss.

**Personal Contract**
Generally, insurance policies are personal contracts between the insured and insurer. Generally, insurance is not transferable to another person without the consent of the insurer. Fire insurance, for example, does not follow the property.

**Warranties and Representations**
A *warranty* is something that becomes part of the contract itself and is a statement that is considered to be *guaranteed* to be true. Any breach of warranty provides grounds for voiding the contract.
A representation is a statement believed to be true to the best of one’s knowledge. An insurer seeking to void coverage on the basis of a misrepresentation usually has to prove that the misrepresentation is material to the risk.

Under most state laws, an applicant’s statements or responses to questions on an application for insurance (in the absence of fraud) are considered to be representations and not warranties.

An example would be a question on the application asking for your sex or date of birth. You represent yourself to the insurance company as being male or female and a certain age. The accuracy of these items is very important to the insurance company issuing the policy. If they are incorrect, they may be considered misrepresentations, and the policy may be voided as a result.

There is a difference between representation of a fact and an expression of opinion. A good example is a question on many applications: “Are you now to the best of your knowledge and belief in good health?” If the applicant answers “yes” while knowing in fact that he or she is not, there is a misrepresentation of actual fact. If, on the other hand, he or she has had no medical opinion and suffers from no symptoms recognizable to a layman, his or her answer is an opinion and thus not a misrepresentation.

**Impersonation**

Impersonation means assuming the name and identity of another person for the purpose of committing a fraud. The offense is also known as false pretenses. In the case of life insurance, an uninsurable individual applying for insurance may ask another person to substitute for him to take the physical examination.

**Misrepresentation and Concealment**

A misrepresentation is a written or oral statement that is false. Generally, in order for a misrepresentation to be grounds for voiding an insurance policy, it has to be material to the risk.

Concealment is the failure to disclose known facts. Generally, an insurer may be able to void the insurance if it can prove that the insured intentionally concealed a material fact.

Material information or a material fact is crucial to acceptance of the risk. For example, if the correct information about something would have caused the insurance company to deny a risk or issue a policy on a different basis, the information is material.
Fraud

*Fraud* is an intentional act designed to deceive and induce another party to part with something of value.

Fraud may involve misrepresentation and/or concealment, but not all acts of misrepresentation or concealment are acts of fraud. If someone intentionally lies in order to obtain coverage or to collect on a false claim, that would be a matter of fraud. If someone misrepresents something on an application (perhaps a medical treatment the person is embarrassed to talk about) without any intent to obtain something of value, no fraud has occurred.

**Parol (Oral) Evidence Rule**

The *parol evidence rule* limits the impact of waiver and estoppel on contract terms by disallowing oral evidence based on statements made *before* the contract was created. It is assumed that any oral agreements made before contract formation were incorporated into the written contract. After contract formation, earlier oral evidence will not be admitted in court to change or contradict the contract. An oral statement may waive contract provisions only when the statement occurs after the contract exists.
Exam Prep Questions

1. Ralph is a producer for Hoosier Insurance Company. His contract states that he is allowed to put the company’s logo on his business cards and the door to his office. This is an example of
   - A. Express authority
   - B. Implied authority
   - C. Lingering implied authority
   - D. Apparent authority

2. Tom has always made a practice of having his policyholders mail their premium checks directly to him, and forwarding them on to the insurer, so that he is aware of anyone missing a payment and can contact policyowners directly if that should happen. His contract does not allow this, but the insurer is aware of the practice and has not asked him to stop. This practice is an example of
   - A. Express authority
   - B. Implied authority
   - C. Lingering implied authority
   - D. Apparent authority

3. Gina accepts the initial premium when she sells an insurance policy and sends it to the company with the application. Nothing in her contract mentions handling of initial premiums. This is an example of
   - A. Express authority
   - B. Implied authority
   - C. Lingering implied authority
   - D. Apparent authority

4. Albert’s life insurance premium is due on the 10th of the month. Because he gets paid at the end of the month, he has always sent the premium late. The insurer has been accepting his premium this way for 3 years. A new CEO comes in and decides to crack down on late premiums, canceling Albert’s policy for nonpayment of premium. Albert contests this decision legally and gets the policy reinstated. The decision to reinstate the policy is an example of
   - A. Estoppel
   - B. Waiver
   - C. Contract of adhesion
   - D. Express authority
5. When representing an insurer, a producer acting as an agent has a responsibility to act with the degree of care that
   - A. A licensed insurance producer would apply under similar circumstances
   - B. A reasonable person would apply under similar circumstances
   - C. A lawyer would apply under similar circumstances
   - D. Any person would apply under similar circumstances

6. Which element is not necessary for the formation of a valid contract?
   - A. Consideration
   - B. Competent parties
   - C. Written document
   - D. Legal purpose

7. The initial premium payment sent with an application constitutes which part of the formation of an insurance contract?
   - A. Consideration
   - B. Acceptance
   - C. Offer
   - D. Legal purpose

8. Life insurance contracts contain all the following except
   - A. Policy folder
   - B. Insuring clause
   - C. Conditions
   - D. Exclusions

9. Ken has paid only four premiums on his health insurance policy when he is hit by a car. The insurance company pays out nearly half a million dollars to cover his treatment and a lengthy stay in intensive care. This is an example of
   - A. Contract of adhesion
   - B. Aleatory contract
   - C. Unilateral contract
   - D. Utmost good faith

10. Carol applies for a life insurance policy and pays the initial premium. Carol has
    - A. Accepted an offer from the insurer
    - B. Made an offer to the insurer
    - C. Accepted a counter offer from the insurer
    - D. Made a counter offer to the insurer
11. The insurer looks at Carol’s application and decides to offer Carol a modified policy, including an exclusion Carol did not request. The insurer has
   ○ A. Accepted an offer from Carol
   ○ B. Made an offer to Carol
   ○ C. Accepted a counter offer from Carol
   ○ D. Made a counter offer to Carol

12. The failure to disclose known facts is
   ○ A. Misrepresentation
   ○ B. Concealment
   ○ C. Fraud
   ○ D. Impersonation
Exam Prep Answers

1. A is correct. Express authority is spelled out in an agent’s written contract.

2. D is correct. Apparent authority is the authority an agent appears to have because of past actions that have not been challenged by the insurance company.

3. B is correct. Implied authority is not expressly stated in an agent’s contract but it is actual authority related to common business practices, such as accepting premiums for the insurer.

4. A is correct. Under the principal of estoppel, a pattern of past behavior may prevent the insurer from exercising a right it might have had if it had exercised it earlier.

5. B is correct. A producer has a duty to act with a reasonable degree of care when representing an insurer.

6. C is correct. Valid contracts do not need to be in writing. Oral contracts are legally binding.

7. A is correct. The premium is the consideration given by the insured in exchange for the insurer’s promise to pay if a loss occurs.

8. A is correct. All life insurance policies include an insuring clause, conditions, and exclusions. There is no requirement for a policy folder.

9. B is correct. An aleatory contract is one that depends on chance or an uncertain outcome. Ken may have received far more in benefits than he paid as premiums, but others who pay premiums may never have a loss and never receive even a dollar in benefits.

10. B is correct. The act of submitting an application with a premium payment is an offer that is still subject to acceptance by the insurer.

11. D is correct. By not accepting the initial offer and offering alternative terms, the insurer has made a counter offer.

12. B is correct. The failure to disclose known facts is concealment. Intentionally giving false answers or misstating facts would be misrepresentation, and possibly fraud.
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12% rule, VLI policies, 153
40-quarter rules, 250
401(k) pension plans, 268, 271-272
403(b) arrangement plans, 273
501(c) (9) trusts, 299

A
absolute assignment provisions, 186
absolute assignments (policies), 179-180
absolute values (surgical benefits), 366
accelerated benefit riders, 171, 446
accelerated benefits, 111, 257
accelerated endowment options (life insurance), 216
accident and health insurance. See health insurance
accident and health or sickness insurance, defining, 10
accident and sickness insurance. See health insurance
accidental only insurance, 284
accidental bodily injury (total disability), 351
accidental death, 398
accidental death and dismemberment (AD&D) rider (disability), 356
accidental death benefits, credit health insurance policies, 392
accidental means (total disability), 351
accumulation at interest options (life insurance), 215
accumulation periods (annuities), 223
accumulation units, 229
acquisition costs (expense loading), 85
Activities of Daily Life (ADL), 438, 443-444
actuaries, defining, 5
AD&D (accidental death and dismemberment) insurance, 282, 356
ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act), 406
ADB (accidental death benefit) riders, 164-165, 172
additional insured riders, 170
additional monthly benefit (AMB) rider (disability), 355
address, changes of (insurance licenses), 41
ADEA (Age Discrimination in Employment Act), 405-406
adhesion, contracts of, 65
adjustable life insurance policies, 147
ADL. Activities of Daily Life, 438, 443-444
admitted insurers, defining, 15
adult day care, LTC (long-term care), 441
adverse selection defining, 75
group insurance, underwriting, 94
advertising, insurance company regulations, 36-37
advertising files, 36
Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), 405-406
Agency law, principles of
agent’s responsibilities to company, 58-59
agent’s responsibilities to insured/applicant, 57
authority, 56-57
collection of premium, 57
company’s responsibilities to agent, 59
E&O insurance, 59
evidence of coverage, 292
exclusions/limitations, 292-293
impatient hospital and physician services, 291
in and out of area emergency services, 292
outpatient medical services, 291
preventive health services, 291
basic medical expense insurance policies
emergency accident expense benefits, 369
emergency first-aid expense benefits, 368
exclusions/limitations, 369-370
home health care expense benefits, 369
hospice care expense benefits, 369
hospital expense benefits, 364-365
in-hospital physician expense benefits, 367
maternity expense benefits, 368
mental infirmity expense benefits, 369
outpatient care expense benefits, 369
regular medical expense benefits, 366
surgical expense benefits, 366
beneficiaries
annuities, 223
contingent, 191
defining, 74
irrevocable, 187, 190
naming
class designations, 194
estates, 194
minors, 192
per capita designations, 195
per stirpes designations, 195
trusts, 193
primary, 191
qualified, COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 403
revocable, 187, 190
succession of, 191
tertiary, 191
Uniform Simultaneous Death Act, 196
beneficiary provisions, 187-189
common disaster, 197
contingent beneficiaries, 191
facility of payment, 198
irrevocable beneficiaries, 190
naming beneficiaries
class designations, 194
estates, 194
minors, 192
per capita designations, 195
per stirpes designations, 195
trusts, 193
primary beneficiaries, 191
revocable beneficiaries, 190
spendthrift clause, 197-198
tertiary beneficiaries, 191
benefit payment clause, 339
benefit periods
deductibles, 374
disability income insurance, 348
benefit triggers, LTC (long-term care), 443-444
benefits
accelerated, 111
comprehensive major medical expense benefits
limitations, 375-376
restoration of benefits, 374
Coordination of Benefits Provision, 400-401
credit health insurance, accidental death, 392
credit life insurance, death, 393
deferred compensation, 115
dental care insurance, payments, 387
disability, 453
disability income insurance, 351-352
extension of, 407
group medical expense, 399
inside limits, 374
internal limits, 374
living, 107
LTC (long-term care), 438-439, 442
mandated, HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), 402
medical expense insurance, 379-380
Medicare, Part A
home health care, 414
hospice care, 414-415
inpatient hospital care, 413
respite care, 415
SKN (skilled nursing facility), 413-414
uncovered expenses, 415
Medicare, Part B
deductibles/copayments, 415-416
doctors’ services, 416
home health care, 417
outpatient services/supplies, 417-418
optional, disability income insurance, 353-354
restoration of, 374
social security disability, payroll taxes, 452
split-dollar plans, 116
standardized supplemental (Medicare) core benefits, 419
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optional benefits, 420
provisions, 421-422
standardized policy forms, 420
supplemental major medical expense benefits
limitations, 375-376
restoration of benefits, 374
workers compensation, 427
binding receipts, 123
birthday rules, 249
BISYS Education Services contact information, 495-497
blackout periods
income, 105
survivor benefits, 252
blanket insurance, 284
blanket policies (group health care plans), 301
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 286-287
BOE (business overhead expense), 357
boycotts, Unfair Trade Practices Act, 47
brokers, defining, 18
business continuation agreements. See buy-sell agreements
business life insurance, taxes, 261
business overhead expense (BOE), 357, 454
business uses, disability income insurance, 357-358
businesses
corporations
defered compensation, 115
key person life insurance, 115
life insurance, 113-116
split-dollar plans, 116
stock purchase plans, 114
stock redemption plans, 115
partnerships, 112-113
sole proprietorships, 112
buy-sell agreements, 112
buy-sell disability income insurance, 358
Buyers Guides, 37
career agents, defining, 15
carriers, 412
carryover provisions, 374
case management provisions, 339-340
cash dividend options (life insurance), 215
cash surrender options (life insurance), 211
cash surrender values, life insurance taxes, 257
cash value accumulation tests, 255
casualty insurance, defining, 9
CD
customer service information, 495
exam simulator, 493-494
installing, 494
review questions, 493-494
certificates of coverage (HMO), 292
certificates of insurance (group insurance), 92, 241
CHAMPUS (Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services). See TRICARE
Change of Beneficiary provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 329-330
Change of Occupation provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 330-331
changes of address, insurance licenses, 41
charitable gifts, life insurance as, 259
child-care, medical expense insurance, 378
chronic care level, LTC (long-term care), 440
captive producers, defining, 15
care level, LTC (long-term care), 440
Cafeteria health care plans, 300
calendar year deductibles. See all-cause deductibles
cancelable policies, 338
Cancellation provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 334-335
capital conservation (income), 105
capital liquidation (income), 105
capital sums, 356
capitation fees (HMO), 290
captive producers, defining, 15
card level, LTC (long-term care), 440
CIR (Comparative Interest Rate) method (life insurance cost comparisons), 109
Claim Forms provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 326
claim frequency rates (morbidity), 84
claims
defining, 2
life insurance claims
partial payment, 127
payment, 126-127
producer responsibilities upon insured's death, 128-129
Medicare, Part B, 418
clauses
benefit payment, 339
consideration clauses, 337
insuring clauses, 337
results, war/military service exclusions, 199
status, war/military service exclusions, 199
closed panel contracts (prepaid dental plans), 389
closed panel HMO, 291
COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 402-404
CODA (cash or deferred arrangements), 268
Coercion, Unfair Trade Practices Act, 47
cognitive impairment, LTC (long-term care), 444
coinsurance
comprehensive major medical expense benefits, 371-372
defining, 9
dental care insurance, 386
collateral assignment provisions, 186
collecting premiums, 122
commercial insurers, 11
Commissioner of Insurance, Privacy Act of 1974, 26
Commissioners
NAIC, 49
state insurance regulation, duties, 33
Commissions, rebating, 46
common disaster provisions, 197
common injury or illness provisions, 374
comparing life insurance costs, 109-110
Comparison Statements (replacements), 130
compensable injuries, workers compensation, 427
compensation laws, workers compensation, 428
complete assignment provisions, 186
compound interest (annuities), 223
comprehensive benefits (major medical expense insurance), 371-372
comprehensive dental care insurance policies, 386-387
comprehensive expense benefits (major medical expense insurance), 371
compulsory compensation laws, workers compensation, 428
concealment in contracts, 66
concurrent review, 340
conditional assignment provisions, 186
conditional contracts, 65
conditional receipts, 122-123
conditions (life and health insurance contracts), 63
confining disability (total disability), 351
Conformity with State Statutes provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 335
consideration clause, 178, 337
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA), 402-404
constructive deliveries, 126, 313
consultants, defining, 18
ty consumer reporting agencies, 28-29
customer reports. See also investigative consumer reports
Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970, 27
investigative consumer reports, 79
consumer rights, customer reporting agencies, 29
consumers, defining, 31
consumers cooperatives, 289
contingency fund loading (expense loading), 85
contingent beneficiaries, 191
continuation (policies)
cancelable policies, 338
guaranteed renewable policies, 338
noncancelable policies, 338
renewability, 337-338
term policies, 339
continuous premium whole life insurance policies, 145
contracts
convertible term insurance policies, 139
converting coverage. See conversion privilege
Coordination of Benefits Provision, 400-401
Copayments, Medicare, Part B, 415-416
corporations
defered compensation, 115
key person life insurance, 115
life insurance, 113-116
split-dollar plans, 116
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stock purchase plans, 114
stock redemption plans, Section 303
stock redemption plans, 115
corridor deductibles, 372
corridor tests, 255
cosmetic exclusions (dental care insurance), 388
cosmetic surgery, medical expense insurance, 378
cost assistance, Medicaid, 425
cost comparisons, life insurance, 109-110
cost indexes, 109-110
cost of living benefit (disability), 353
cost of living riders, 169
cost plans, 424
coverage
converting. See conversion privilege
dependent, 400
duration of, COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 403-404
employer, Medicare, 424
nonoccupational, 339
CPI (Consumer Price Index), index-linked life insurance policies, 162
credit agencies, 28
credit group insurance, 93
credit health insurance, 392-393
credit insurance, 10, 284
credit life insurance, 156, 393
creditors, policy rights, 210
cross-purchase plans, 113
cumulative deductibles. See all-cause deductibles
current assumption whole life insurance policies, 146
current wage bases, benefit taxation, 452
currently insured status (social Security), 250
custodial care
LTC (long-term care), 438
medical expense insurance, 378
customer service information, 495
customers, defining, 31

death
costs of, 102
insureds, producers responsibilities upon, 128-129
death benefits, 138
ADB riders, 164-165, 172
credit health insurance policies, 392
credit life insurance policies, 393
defered annuities, 225
family income life insurance policies, 159
life insurance taxes, 256
Social Security survivor benefits, 252
universal life insurance policies, 150
viatical settlements, 172
workers compensation, 303
deceptive advertising, Unfair Trade Practices Act, 45
decreasing term insurance, 140-141, 162
deductibles
all-cause, 373
benefit periods, 374
carryover provisions, 374
common injury or illness provisions, 374
comprehensive major medical expense benefits, 371-374
corridor, 372
cumulative. See deductibles, all-cause
defining, 8
family, 374
first dollar coverage, 371
integrated, 386
Medicare, Part B, 415-416
per-cause, 373
supplemental major medical expense benefits, 372-374
defamation, Unfair Trade Practices Act, 46
defered annuities, 225
defered compensation, 115
defined benefit retirement plans, 266-267
defined contribution retirement plans, 266-268
delivering policies
constructive deliveries, 126, 313
mailing, 126
personal deliveries, 125
dental care, medical expense insurance, 378
dental care insurance
benefit payment, 387
coinsurance, 386
comprehensive policies, 386-387
exclusions/limitations, 388
nonroutine treatments, 387
prepaid plans, 389-390
provisions, 388
scheduled policies, 386
service areas, 388-389
underwriting, 388
dental expense insurance, 283
denying insurance licenses, 43-44
Department of Defense, TRICARE, 304
dependent coverage, 400
dependents, group insurance, 242
deposit term life insurance policies, 163
determining premiums
expenses, 84-85
interest, 84
morbidity, 83-84
mortality, 83
premium mode, 86
direct writing companies, defining, 16
direct-response marketing, defining, 16
Directors (state insurance regulation). See
Commissioners
disabilities
social security, 426
workers compensation, 428
disability benefits
FICA, 453
FUTA, 453
social security, 252, 452
workers compensation, 303
disability income insurance, 282, 398
alternatives, 346-347
benefit periods, 348
benefits, 351-352
business uses, 357-358
elimination periods, 347
exclusions, 352
financial planning, 346
optional benefits, 353-354
probationary periods, 347
riders, 353
accidental death and dismemberment
(AD&D), 356
additional monthly benefit (AMB), 356
annual renewable term, 356
hospital confinement, 355
impairment, 355
nondisabling, 355
return of premium, 356
social security, 354
waiver of premium, 356
social security supplements, 355
total disability, defining
accidental means, 351
any occupation, 348
confining versus nonconfining, 351
injury versus sickness, 349
loss of earnings, 348
medically defined, 349
occupational versus nonoccupational, 349
own occupation, 348
partial, 349
permanent, 350
presumptive, 349
recurrent, 350
residual, 350
sickness, 351
temporary, 350
disability income riders, 167
disability insurance
elimination periods, 8
taxes, 455
disability insured status (Social Security), 250
disability payments, credit health insurance
policies, 392
disability reducing term insurance, 358
disclosure authorization, 25-26
discrimination
pregnancy, ERISA (Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of
1974), 406
Unfair Trade Practices Act, 46
dismemberment, 398
dismemberment coverage (disability), 356
disqualifying events, COBRA (Consolidated
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 403
dividends, 213
accelerated endowment option, 216
accumulation at interest option, 215
cash dividend option, 215
fund sources, 214
life insurance taxes, 257
one-year term option, 217
paid-up additions option, 215-216
paid-up option, 216
reduce premium dividend option, 216
doctors, Medicare Part B covered/excluded
services, 416
doctrine of economic benefit rule, 258
domestic insurers, defining, 14
domiciles (insurers), 14-15
double indemnity. See ADB riders
dread disease insurance, 283, 390
dual choice laws, 289
dual premiums, 146
dual-benefit eligibility (Social Security), 251
duration of coverage, COBRA
(Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act), 403-404
dying intestate, defining, 106

E

E&O (errors and omissions) insurance, 59
econometric whole life insurance policies, 146
elective compensation laws, workers com-

censation, 428
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eligibility
buy-sell disability income insurance, 358
disability income insurance, 347
group insurance, underwriting, 95
group health insurance, 399
LTC (long-term care), 439, 443
Medicaid, 425
emergency accident expense benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 369
emergency dental treatment (dental care insurance), 388
emergency first-aid expense benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 368
emotional disorders, major medical expense benefits, 375-376
employee groups, 92
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), 405-406
employees, key, 405
employer coverage, Medicare, 424
employer-administered health care plans
501(c) (9) trusts, 299
cafeteria, 300
MET, sponsors, 300
MEWA, 300
self-funded, 297-298
small business, 299
endodontics, 387
endorsements, 185
endowment life insurance policies, 157-158
endowments, accelerated endowment divided option, 216
Entire Contract: Changes provision
(Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 322
entity type plans, 113
EPO (exclusive provider organizations), 296
equity-indexed annuities, 234
ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974), 405-406
disclosures, 276
fiduciary responsibility, 275
error provisions, 401
estate planning, 106-108
estates, beneficiaries, 194
estoppels, defining, 58
events, COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 403
evidence of coverage (HMO), 292
evidence of insurability, group health insurance, 399
exam simulator (CD), 493-494
exams
practice exam 1
answers, 471-474
questions, 461-469
practice exam 2
answers, 487-491
questions, 477-485
resources, 497-499
excess and surplus lines, defining, 13
exchange privilege riders, 170
exclusions
aviation, 198-199
dental care insurance, 388
hazardous occupation/hobby, 199
life and health insurance contracts, 63
LTC (long-term care), 443
military service, 199
war, 199
exclusive producers, 15-16
execution clause provisions, 179
executory contracts, 65
expense loading, 84-85
expense ratios, 86
expenses
BOE (business overhead expense), 357
group medical expense benefits, 399
hospital expense, 398
premiums, determining, 84-85
uncovered, Medicare, Part B, 418
expenses-incurred basis payments, medical expense insurance, 365
expired insurance licenses, renewing, 42
Examination of Medicare Benefits, 418
exposure units, defining, 4
express authority, 56
extended term options (life insurance), 213
extension of benefits, 407
extra risk insurance, 81
extraterritorial provisions, workers compensation, 428
eyeglasses, medical expense insurance, 378

F
face amounts (policies), 336
defining, 8
term insurance, 139
whole life insurance, 143
face values (policies)
term insurance, 139
whole life insurance, 143
facility of payment clause (Payment of Claims provision), 328
facility of payment provisions, 198
factors, LTC (long-term care), rating, 438
Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970
- consumer reporting agencies, 28-29
- consumer reports, 27
- credit agencies, 28
- investigative consumer reports, 27
- penalties for violation, 30
- pretext interviews, 28
false advertising, Unfair Trade Practices Act, 45
false financial statements, Unfair Trade Practices Act, 46
false pretenses, contracts, 66
family deductibles, 374
family dependency periods (income), 104
family income life insurance policies, 158-159
family maintenance life insurance policies, 159
family protection life insurance policies, 159-160
federal employees, group insurance, 244
federal government as insurers, 13-14
federal income taxes, social security disability benefits, 452
federal Rating Services, insurance company ratings, 35
federal regulation
- Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970
  - consumer reporting agencies, 28-29
  - consumer reports, 27
  - credit agencies, 28
  - investigative consumer reports, 27
  - penalties for violation, 30
  - pretext interviews, 28
- Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999, 31-32
- fraud, 30
- LTC (long-term care), 445
- McCarran-Ferguson Act, 25
- Paul v. Virginia, 24
- Privacy Act of 1974, 25-26
federal taxes, life insurance, 259
federal/state regulation, group health insurance, 407
COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 402-404
ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974), 405-406
HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), 401-402
OBRA (Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989), 404-405
TFERA (Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982), 405
fee-for-service plans, Medicare+Choice, 422-423
fees, policy fees, 312-313
FEGLI (Federal Employees' Group Life Insurance), 244
FICA, disability benefits, 453
fiduciaries, 131, 316
  - defining, 57
  - ERISA responsibilities, 275
field underwriting, 81
financed insurance life insurance policies, 161
financial planning, disability income insurance, 346
Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999, 32
  - federal regulations, 31
  - producer regulations, 37
financial tests, Medicaid, 425
first dollar coverage (deductibles), 371
first-to-die joint life insurance policies, 160
five-year replacement exclusions (dental care insurance), 388
fixed amount settlement option (life insurance), 208-209
fixed annuities, 223-224
fixed period settlement option (life insurance), 207-208
flat additional premiums (substandard risks), 82
flat cancellations, 335
flexible life insurance
  - adjustable life insurance policies, 147
  - advantages of, 154
  - disadvantages of, 154
universal life insurance policies, 148
  - cash value adjustments, 149-150
  - death benefits, 150
  - loans/withdrawals, 150-151
  - premium requirements, 151
  - sales loads, 149
variable universal life insurance policies, 154
  - 12% rule, 153
  - cash values, 152
  - death benefits, 151
  - premiums, 152
  - regulation as insurance, 153
  - regulation as securities, 152-153
flexible premium annuities, 226-227
flexible premium variable life insurance policies. See variable universal life insurance policies
foreign insurers, defining, 14
forms, group insurance policies, 242
franchise marketing, defining, 16
franchise policies (group health care plans), 301-302
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fraternal insurers, defining, 12
fraud
   contracts, 66
   federal regulation, 30
   in contracts, 67
free look provisions, 189, 336
free-look periods, 335
fully insured status (Social Security), 249
funeral insurance, 163
FUTA (federal unemployment tax), disability benefits, 453
future increase option (disability). See GIR

G

gatekeeper systems (HMO), 293
general agents, defining, 16
general information section (applications), 76
general overhead loading (expense loading), 85
gift taxes, life insurance, 260
GIR (guaranteed insurability riders), 168-169
GLBA (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act). See Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999
government health insurance
   Medicaid, 303
   TRICARE, 304
   workers compensation, 302-303
Grace Period provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 323-324
grace period provisions, 181
graded death benefits (substandard risks), 82
graded premium life insurance policies, 162
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. See Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999
gross annual premiums, 85
group accidental death and dismemberment policies, taxing premiums, 453
group credit health insurance, 392-392
group credit life insurance, 393
group deferred annuities, retirement plans, 267
group disability insurance, premiums, 453
group health care plans, 301-302
group health insurance
   eligibility, 399
   evidence of insurability, 399
   federal/state regulations, 407
   COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 402-404

ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974), 405-406
HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), 401-402
OBRA (Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989), 404-405
TEFRA (Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982), 405
policy types, 398
provisions, 398-401
taxes, 453-454
group insurance
   association groups, 92
certificates of insurance, 92, 241
contributory groups, 93, 96
credit group insurance, 93
dependent coverage, 242
employee groups, 92
FEGLI, 244
funding, 97
individual permanent life insurance, converting to, 243
labor union groups, 92
legal requirements, 240
multiple employer groups, 92
noncontributory groups, 93
eligibility periods, 95
enrollment percentages, 96
policy forms, 242
policyowners, premium payments, 240
premiums, 93
SGLI, 244
standard provisions, 241
trust groups, 92
underwriting, 93
   adverse selection, 94
   eligibility periods, 95
   optional requirements, 96-97
   probationary periods, 94
   statutory requirements, nondiscriminatory classifications, 95-96
group life insurance policies, taxes, 258
group medical expense benefits, 399
group model HMO, 289-290
group practice model HMO, 289-290
guaranteed insurability option (disability), 353
guaranteed purchase option (disability), 353
guaranteed renewable policies, 338
guaranty associations, insurance company regulations, 36
guideline premium tests, 255-256
H

Harcourt Legal and Professional Publishing
Web site, 499
hazardous occupation/hobby exclusions, 199
hazards, defining, 3
HCFA (Health Care Financing Administration), 412
health care plans
ASO contracts, 298-299
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 286-287
commercial insurers, 285
employer-funded
501(c) (9) trusts, 299
cafeteria, 300
MET, 300
MEWA, 300
self-funded, 297

group, 301-302
HMO
basic health care services, 291-293
closed panel, 291
consumers cooperatives, 289
development of, 288
employer/employee contributions, 289
enrollment, 289
federal requirements, 288
gatekeeper systems, 293
grievance procedures, 294
group model, 289-290
HMO Act of 1973, 289
IPA model, 290
member access, 293
network model, 290
nondiscrimination, 294
open enrollment, 293
open panel, 291
open-access plans, 295
open-ended plans, 295
producers cooperatives, 289
prohibited practices, 294
quality assurance, 294
selecting PCP, 293
service areas, 289
staff model, 290
supplemental health care services, 292-293
POS, 296-297
PPO, 295
prepaid, 286
reimbursement plans, 285
health care providers, 285-287
health insurance. See also group health insurance
accident only insurance, 284
AD&D insurance, 282
blanket, 284
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 286-287
commercial insurers, 285
credit, 284
death benefits, 303
dental expense insurance, 283
disability benefits, 303
disability income insurance, 282
dread disease insurance, 283
dual choice laws, 289
elimination periods, 303
employer-administered plans
501(c) (9) trusts, 299
cafeteria, 300
MET, 300
MEWA, 300
self-funded, 297-298
small business, 299
government
Medicaid, 303
TRICARE, 304
workers compensation, 302

group, 301-302
health care providers
home health care, 285
managed health care, 285-287
skilled nursing facilities, 285
surgicenters, 285
urgent care centers, 285
HMO
basic health care services, 291-293
closed panel, 291
consumers cooperatives, 289
development of, 288
employer/employee contributions, 289
enrollment, 289
federal requirements, 288
gatekeeper systems, 293
grievance procedures, 294
group model, 289-290
HMO Act of 1973, 289
IPA model, 290
member access, 293
network model, 290
nondiscrimination, 294
open enrollment, 293
open panel, 291
open-access plans, 295
open-ended plans, 295
producers cooperatives, 289
prohibited practices, 294
quality assurance, 294
selecting PCP, 293
service areas, 289
staff model, 290
supplemental health care services, 292-293
POS, 296-297
PPO, 295
prepaid, 286
reimbursement plans, 285
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quality assurance, 294
selecting PCP, 293
service areas, 289
staff model, 290
supplemental health care services, 292-293
hospital income insurance, 283
income benefits, 303
LTC insurance, 283
medical benefits, 302
medical expense insurance, 282
needs, determining, 284
policies
delivering, 313
policy terms, 312
replacement policies, issuing, 314-315
servicing, 314
underwriting, 310
POS, 296-297
PPO, 295
prescription coverage, 284
rehabilitation benefits, 302-303
reimbursement plans, 285
specified disease insurance, 283
taxes
group policies, 453-454
individual policies, 452
sole proprietors/partnerships, 454
teach travel accident insurance, 283
HMO Act of 1973, 289
home health care, 285
LTC (long-term care), 439-441
Medicare, Part A, 414
Medicare, Part B, 417
home health care expense benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 369
home service life insurance policies, 156
homogeneous risks, 6
hospice care
expense benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 369
LTC (long-term care), 441
Medicare, Part A, 414-415
hospital confinement rider (disability), 355
hospital expense, 398
hospital expense benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 364-365
hospital income insurance, 283, 391
hospital indemnity insurance. See hospital income insurance
hospital indemnity riders, medical expense insurance, 380
hospitalization, prior (long-term care), 440
hospitalization insurance. See medical expense insurance
human life value concept (life insurance, selling), 103-104
Illegal Occupation provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 335-336
illegal premiums/charges, Unfair Trade Practices Act, 47
immediate annuities, SPIA, 225
immediate payment of claims (expense loading), 85
impairment rider (disability), 355
impersonation, in contracts, 66
in and out of area emergency services (HMO basic services), 292
in-hospital physician benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 367
income
  benefits (workers compensation), 303
  blackout periods, 105
  capital conservation, 105
  capital liquidation, 105
  disability income insurance, 398
  family dependency periods, 104
  preretirement periods, 104
  retirement periods, 105
income taxes, life insurance, 254
  accelerated benefits, 257
  annuities, 257-258
  cash surrender values, 257
  cash value accumulation, 258
  cash value accumulation tests, 255
  corridor tests, 255
  death benefits, 256
  dividends, 257
  group life insurance policies, 258
  guideline premium tests, 255-256
  MEC, 256
  premiums, 256
  transfer for value rules, 260
incontestability clause provisions, 183
increasing term insurance policies, 141
indemnity, defining, 7
independent insurance producers, defining, 15
indeterminate premium term insurance policies, 141
indeterminate premium whole life insurance policies, 146
index-linked life insurance policies, 162-163
individual credit health insurance, 392-393
individual deferred annuities, retirement plans, 267
individual employer groups. See employee groups
individual health insurance policies, taxes, 452
individual medicare supplement insurance, premiums, 455
industrial life insurance, 155-156
inflation protection, LTC (long-term care), 445
information (personal)
  disclosure authorization, 25-26
  sharing, opt outs, 31-32
initial premiums, 311
injury versus sickness (total disability), 349
inpatient hospital and physician services (HMO basic services), 291
inpatient hospital care, Medicare, Part A, 413
inside limits (benefits), 374
inspection receipts, 124
inspection reports (applications), 79
installing CDs, 494
insurable interest, defining, 5
insurable risks, characteristics of, 6-7
insurance. See also disability income insurance; group health insurance; social health insurance
  accident and health or sickness, defining, 10
  annuities
    defining, 10
    income distribution, 222
    retirement fund accumulation, 222
    variable annuities, 10
  casualty, defining, 9
  credit, defining, 10
  credit life, provisions of, 156
  defining, 2
  excess and surplus lines, defining, 13
  flexible
    adjustable life insurance policies, 147
    advantages of, 154
    disadvantages of, 154
    life, 147
    universal life insurance policies, 148-151
    variable universal life insurance policies, 153-154
    VLI policies, 151-153
health
  accident only, 284
  AD&D income, 282
  blanket, 284
  Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 286-287
  commercial insurers, 285
  credit, 284
  dental expense, 283
  determining needs, 284
  disability income, 282
  dread disease, 283
  dual choice laws, 289
  employer-administered plans, 501(c)
    (9) trusts, 297-300
  government, 302-304
group, 301-302
health care providers, 285-287
HMO, basic health care services, 291-293
HMO, closed panel, 291
HMO, consumers cooperatives (HMO), 289
HMO, development of, 288
HMO, employer/employee contributions, 289
HMO, enrollment, 289
HMO, federal requirements, 288
HMO, gatekeeper systems, 293
HMO, grievance procedures, 294
HMO, group model, 289-290
HMO, HMO Act of 1973, 289
HMO, IPA model, 290
HMO, member access, 293
HMO, network model, 290
HMO, nondiscrimination, 294
HMO, open enrollment, 293
HMO, open panel, 291
HMO, open-access plans, 295
HMO, open-ended plans, 295
HMO, producers cooperatives, 289
HMO, prohibited practices, 294
HMO, quality assurance, 294
HMO, selecting PCP, 293
HMO, service areas, 289
HMO, staff model, 290
HMO, supplemental health care services, 292-293
hospital income, 283
LTC, 283
medical expense, 282
POS, 296-297
PPO, 295
prescription coverage, 284
reimbursement plans, 285
specified disease, 283
tavel accident, 283
industrial life, 155-156
juvenile life insurance policies, payor riders, 168
life
beneficiary provisions, 189
beneficiary provisions, class designations, 194
beneficiary provisions, common disaster, 197
beneficiary provisions, contingent beneficiaries, 191
beneficiary provisions, facility of payment, 198
beneficiary provisions, irrevocable beneficiaries, 190
beneficiary provisions, naming beneficiaries, 192-194
beneficiary provisions, per capita designations, 195
beneficiary provisions, per stirpes designations, 195
beneficiary provisions, primary beneficiaries, 191
beneficiary provisions, revocable beneficiaries, 190
beneficiary provisions, spendthrift clause, 197-198
beneficiary provisions, tertiary beneficiaries, 191
as charitable gifts, 259
creditor rights, 210
defining, 9
dividends, 213-217
doctrine of economic benefit rule, 258
exclusions, 198-199
federal taxes, 259
gift taxes, 260
income taxes, 254
cash value accumulation tests, 255
as charitable gifts, 259
corridor tests, 255
guideline premium tests, 255
income taxes, 256-258
nonforfeiture options, 211-213
prohibited provisions, 200
provisions, withdrawal provisions settlement option, 209
Section 1035 policy exchanges (Internal Revenue Code), 261
settlement options, 206-211
standard provisions, 178
standard provisions, absolute assignment, 186
standard provisions, applicant control clause, 180
standard provisions, assignment clause, 185
standard provisions, automatic premium loan, 183
standard provisions, autopsy, 188
standard provisions, beneficiary assignment, 187
standard provisions, collateral assignment, 186
standard provisions, complete assignment, 186
standard provisions, conditional assignment, 186
standard provisions, consideration clause, 178
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economical whole life policies, 146
face amounts, 143
guaranteed cash values, 143
indeterminate premium whole life policies, 146
limited payment whole life policies, 145
nonforfeiture values, 144
policy loans, 144
premiums, 143
single premium whole life policies, 145
straight life policies, 145
insurance agreements. See temporary insurance agreements
Insurance Code, defining, 32
insurance companies
liquidation, 34
regulations, 33
guaranty associations, 36
insurer examinations, 35
insurer solvency, 34
investments, 34
marketing/advertising, 36-37
ratings, 35
taxes, 34
rehabilitation, 34
insurance consultants, defining, 18
insurance coverage
coinsurance, defining, 9
deductibles, defining, 8
indemnity, defining, 7
limit of liability, defining, 8
insurance distribution
agency systems, 15-16
Internet sales, 17
mass marketing, 16
Insurance Information Institute Web site, 499
insurance licenses
denial of, 43-44
issuing, 40
maintaining, 41-43
obtaining, examination applications, 40
revoction of, 43-44
temporary agent licenses, 40-41
insurance producer regulation, licensing, 37
exceptions to requirements, 38-39
nonresident reciprocity, 39
requirements, 38
insurance producers, 17
brokers, defining, 18
claims, 126
fiduciary responsibilities, 131
insurance consultants, defining, 18
life and health agents, defining, 17
life insurance
policy retention, 131
replacements, 129-130
life insurance claims
partial payment, 127
payment, 126-127
responsibilities upon insured's death, 128-129
life insurance, selling
advantages as property, 107-108
business uses for life insurance, 111-116
charitable uses for life insurance, 111
cost comparisons, 109-110
estate planning, 106
human life value concept, 103-104
income analysis, 104-106
living benefits, 107
needs analysis, 103-104
personal uses for life insurance, 110-111
recommendations, 103
policy delivery, 125-126
policy issuance, 122-124
property and casualty agents, defining, 17
responsibilities, 132
solicitors, defining, 18
insurance regulation, AIDS, 77-78
Insurance with Other Insurers provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 332-333
insureds
defining, 2
life insurance claims, producer responsibilities upon death, 128-129
insurer examinations, insurance company regulations, 35
insurer solvency (insurance company regulations), 34
insurers
commercial, 11
defining, 2
domiciles, 14-15
life insurance, replacements, 130
nonprofit, 11
primary, 400
private, 12
self-insurers, 13
service, 11
U.S. Government, 13-14
insuring clause, 337
life and health insurance contracts, 63
provisions, 178
integrated deductibles, 386
inter vivos transfers (estate planning), 106
inter vivos trusts, 194
interest, determining premiums, 84
interest only settlement option (life insurance), 207
interest-adjusted net cost method (life insurance cost comparisons). See net payment cost index method
interest-sensitive whole life insurance policies, 146
interim term insurance policies, 141
intermediaries, 412
intermediate care, LTC (long-term care), 438
internal limits (benefits), 374
Internal Revenue Code
retirement plans, vesting rules, 266-267
Section 1035 policy exchanges, 261
Internet insurance distribution, 17
intimidation, Unfair Trade Practices Act, 47
intracompany replacements (policies), 315
investigative consumer reports
applications, 79
Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970, 27
Investment Company Act of 1940, 153
investments (insurance company regulations), 34
IPA (Individual Practice Association) model HMO, 290
IRA (Individual Retirement Accounts and Annuities)
contribution limits, 269
distributions, 273-274
funding, 270
income deductibility limits, 270
rollovers, 275
Roth IRA, 271
SEP, 272
SIMPLE, 271-272
taxes, 269
IRA Plus. See Roth IRA
irrevocable beneficiaries, 187, 190

J - K - L

joint life and survivorship settlement options, 232
joint life annuity settlement options, 232
joint life insurance policies, 160
jumping juvenile life insurance policies, 161
juvenile life insurance policies, 161, 168

Keogh plans, 273
key employees, 405
key person disability insurance, 357
key person life insurance, 115
Kluwer Academic Publishers Web site, 498

labor union groups, 92
lapping policies, 324
last survivor settlement options. See joint life and survivorship settlement options
Law of Agency, principles of
agent's responsibilities to company, 58-59
agent's responsibilities to insured/applicant, 57
authority, 56-57
collection of premium, 57
company's responsibilities to agent, 59
E&O insurance, 59
presumption of agency, 56
waiver and estoppel, 58
law of large numbers
defining, 4
element of, 83
laws
compensation, workers compensation, 428
Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions
mandatory provisions, 322
mandatory provisions, Change of Beneficiary, 329-330
mandatory provisions, Claim Forms, 326
mandatory provisions, Entire Contract; Changes, 322
mandatory provisions, Grace Period, 323-324
mandatory provisions, Legal Actions, 329
mandatory provisions, Notice of Claim, 325-326
mandatory provisions, Payment of Claims, 327-328
mandatory provisions, Physical Examination and Autopsy, 329
mandatory provisions, Proof of Loss, 326-327
mandatory provisions,
Reinstatement, 324-325
mandatory provisions, Time Limit on Certain Defenses; Incontestability, 323
mandatory provisions, Time of Payment of Claims, 327
optional provisions, 330
optional provisions, Cancellation, 334-335
optional provisions, Change of Occupation, 330-331
optional provisions, Conformity with State Statutes, 335
optional provisions, Illegal Occupation, 335-336
optional provisions, Insurance with Other Insurers, 332-333
optional provisions, Misstatement of Age, 331
optional provisions, Narcotics, 336
optional provisions, Other Insurance in This Insurer, 331-332
optional provisions, Relation of Earnings to Insurance—Average Earnings Clause, 333-334
optional provisions, Unpaid Premium, 334

leaky HMO plans. See open-ended HMO plans

Legal Actions provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 329

legal hazards, defining, 3

legal requirements
  certificates of insurance, 241
  group insurance, 240
  life and health insurance contracts, 63-64
  standard provisions, 241
level premiums, 85, 226
level term insurance policies, 140
liability, face amounts, 8
licensed insurers, defining, 15
licenses
  denial of, 43-44
  issuing, 40
  maintaining, 41-43
  obtaining, examination applications, 40
  revocation of, 43-44
  temporary agent licenses, 40-41
licensing, producer regulation, 37-39
life and health agents, defining, 17
life and health insurance contracts
characteristics of
  aleatory contracts, 64
  concealment, 66
  conditional contracts, 65
  contracts of adhesion, 65
  executory contracts, 65
  fraud, 67
  impersonation, 66
  material information, 66
  misrepresentations, 66
  parole evidence rule, 67
  personal contracts, 65
  representations, 66
  unilateral contracts, 65
  utmost good faith, 64
  warranties, 65
  elements of, 60-62

legal requirements, 63-64
  parts of, 62-63
life annuity settlement options, 231
life annuity with period certain settlement options, 232
life income settlement option (life insurance), 209
life insurance
  business life insurance, taxes, AMT, 261
  business uses for, 111
  corporations, 113-116
  partnerships, 112-113
  sole proprietorships, 112
  as charitable gifts, 259
  charitable uses for, 111
  claims
    partial payment, 127
    payment, 126-127
    producer responsibilities upon insured's death, 128-129
  credit life insurance, provisions of, 156
  creditor rights, 210
  death benefits, 138
  defining, 9
  dividends, 213
    accelerated endowment option, 216
    accumulation at interest option, 215
    cash dividend option, 215
    fund sources, 214
    one-year term option, 217
    paid-up additions option, 215
  loading charges, 216
  doctrine of economic benefit rule, 258
  exclusions, 198-199
  federal taxes, 259
  fiduciary responsibilities, 131
  flexible life insurance
    adjustable life insurance policies, 147
    advantages of, 154
    disadvantages of, 154
    universal life insurance policies, 148-151
    variable universal life insurance policies, 153-154
    VLI policies, 151-153
  gift taxes, 260
  income taxes, 254
    accelerated benefits, 257
    annuities, 257-258
    cash surrender values, 257
    cash value accumulation, 258
    cash value accumulation tests, 255
    corridor tests, 255
    death benefits, 256
    dividends, 257
    group life insurance policies, 258
    guideline premium tests, 255-256
life insurance

MEC, 256
premiums, 256
industrial life insurance, 155-156
juvenile life insurance policies, payor
riders, 168
nonforfeiture options, 211-213
personal uses for, 110-111
policy retention, 131
producer responsibilities, 132
provisions
absolute assignment, 186
applicant control clause, 180
assignment clause, 185
automatic premium loan, 183
autopsy, 188
beneficiary assignment, 187
beneficiary, class designations, 194
beneficiary, common disaster, 197
beneficiary, contingent beneficiaries, 191
beneficiary, facility of payment, 198
beneficiary, irrevocable beneficiaries, 190
beneficiary, naming beneficiaries, 192-194
beneficiary, per capita designations, 195
beneficiary, per stirpes designations, 195
beneficiary, primary beneficiaries, 191
beneficiary, revocable beneficiaries, 189-190
beneficiary, spendthrift clause, 197-198
beneficiary, tertiary beneficiaries, 191
collateral assignment, 186
complete assignment, 186
conditional assignment, 186
consideration clause, 178
entire contract, 184-185
execution clause, 179
free look, 189
grace periods, 181
incontestability clause, 183
insuring clause, 178
medical examination, 188
misstatement of age clause, 187-188
misstatement of sex clause, 188
modification clause, 188
ownership rights, 179-180
partial assignment, 186
payment of premium, 179
policy change, 189
policy loan, 182
prohibited, 200
reinstatement clause, 181-182
suicide clause, 184
voluntary assignment, 186
withdrawal provisions settlement option, 209
replacements, 129-130
Section 1035 policy exchanges (Internal Revenue Code), 261
selling
advantages as property, 107-108
business uses for life insurance, 111-116
charitable uses for life insurance, 111
cost comparisons, 109-110
costs of death, 102
estate planning, 106
human life value concept, 103-104
importance of insurance, 102
income analysis, 104-106
living benefits, 107
needs analysis, 103-104
personal uses for life insurance, 110-111
recommendations, 103
settlement options, 206
advantages of, 211
fixed amount, 208-209
fixed period, 207-208
interest only, 207
life income, 209
withdrawal provisions, 209
specialized life insurance
advantages of, 164
deposit term life insurance policies, 163
disadvantages of, 164
dependent life insurance policies, 157-158
family income life insurance policies, 158-159
family maintenance life insurance policies, 159
family protection life insurance policies, 160
graded premium life insurance policies, 159-160
index-linked life insurance policies, 162
joint life insurance policies, 160
juvenile life insurance policies, 161
minimum deposit life insurance policies, 161
modified premium life insurance policies, 161
mortgage redemption life insurance policies, 162
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multiple protection life insurance policies, 162
pre-need funeral life insurance policies, 163
retirement income life insurance policies, 160
taxes, policy exchanges, 261
term insurance
advantages of, 141
convertible term policies, 139
decreasing term policies, 140-141
disadvantages of, 142
face amounts, 139
family protection life insurance policies, 160
increasing term policies, 141
indeterminate premium term policies, 141
interim term policies, 141
level term policies, 140
premiums, 138
reentry term policies, 140
renewable term policies, 139
third-party rights, 210
transfer for value rules, 260
whole life insurance
advantages of, 147
continuous premium whole life policies, 145
current assumption whole life policies, 146
disadvantages of, 147
economic whole life policies, 146
face amounts, 143
guaranteed cash values, 143
indeterminate premium whole life policies, 146
limited payment whole life policies, 145
nonforfeiture values, 144
policy loans, 144
premiums, 143
single premium whole life policies, 145
straight life policies, 145
lifetime benefit (disability), 354
limit of liability, defining, 8
limitations
dental care insurance, 388
hospital income insurance, 391
vision care insurance, 391
limited payment whole life insurance policies, 145
limited policies, 390-391
liquidation (insurance companies), 34
living benefit riders, 171, 446
living benefits, 107, 257
living needs riders, 171
Lloyd's of London, 12
loading for contingency funds (expense loading), 85
lock-in requirements, managed care plans, 424
long-term disability (LTD), 352
loss of earnings (total disability), 348
loss of time coverage. See disability income insurance
loss of time insurance. See disability income insurance
loss ratios, 86
loss versus risk, 2
losses, defining, 2
LTC (long-term care), 238
accelerated benefits riders, 446
alternatives, 437-438
benefit triggers, 443-444
benefits, 438-439
chronically ill, defining, 456
emerging issues, 445-446
factors, rating, 438
federal/state regulations, 445
history, 434-435
nonqualified policies, 445
policies, 435
premiums, taxes, 455-456
probability of care, 437
provisions
adult day care, 441
benefit amounts, 442
benefit periods, 442
care level, 440
eligibility, 439
elimination periods, 443
exclusions, 443
home health, 441
hospice, 441
preexisting conditions, 443
premiums, 440
prior hospitalization, 440
professional care advisors, 442
renewability, 439
respite care, 441
waiver of premium, 440
qualified policies, 444
suitable purchasers, 435-436
LTC (long-term care) riders, 171
LTD (long-term disability), 352
lump-sum benefits (disability), 352
major medical expense insurance policies
   all-cause deductibles, 373
   benefit limitations, 375-376
   benefit periods, 374
   carryover provisions, 374
   common injury or illness provisions, 374
   comprehensive expense benefits, 371-372
   covered expenses, 372-373
   family deductibles, 374
   per-cause deductibles, 373
   restoration of benefits, 374
   supplemental expense benefits, 371-372

managed care plans, 424
managed health care, 285
   Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 287
   POS, 296-297
managing risk, 3-4
mandated benefits, HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), 402
market conduct, defining, 35
marketing, insurance company regulations, 36-37
master policies, 242
material facts, 66
material information, in contracts, 66
maternity, major medical expense benefits, 376
maternity expense benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 368
maximum benefit limits, major medical expense benefits, 372
maximum benefits, sublimits, 8
Maximum Family Benefit, 253, 426
maximum taxable wage bases (Social Security), 254
McCarran-Ferguson Act, 25
McGraw-Hill/Irwin Web site, 499
MEC (modified endowment contracts), 256
Medicaid, 14, 303, 425
medical benefits (workers compensation), 302
medical examination provisions, 188
medical examinations/testing (applications), 77
medical expense insurance, 282
   alternative practitioners, 377
   baby-care, 378
   basic coverage
      emergency accident expense benefits, 369
      emergency first-aid expense benefits, 368
exclusions/limitations, 369-370
home health care expense benefits, 369
hospice care expense benefits, 369
hospital expense benefits, 364-365
in-hospital physician expense benefits, 367
maternity expense benefits, 368
mental infirmity expense benefits, 369
outpatient care expense benefits, 369
regular medical expense benefits, 366
surgical expense benefits, 366
benefits, 379-380
child-care, 378
cosmetic surgery, 378
custodial care, 378
dental care, 378
exclusions, 377-378
eyeglasses, 378
hearing aids, 378
major coverage
   all-cause deductibles, 373
   benefit limitations, 375-376
   benefit periods, 374
   carryover provisions, 374
   common injury or illness provisions, 374
   comprehensive expense benefits, 371-372
   covered expenses, 372-373
   family deductibles, 374
   per-cause deductibles, 373
   restoration of benefits, 374
   supplemental expense benefits, 371-372

payments, 364-365
workers compensation, 378
medical group model HMO, 289-290
medical information section (applications), 76
medical necessity, LTC (long-term care), 444
medically defined disability (total disability), 349
Medicare
   employer coverage, 424
   Medicare+Choice
      fee-for-service plans, 422-423
      HMOs (health maintenance organizations), 423
      PPOs (preferred provider organizations), 423
      PSOs (provider-sponsored organizations), 423-424
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Part A
  benefits, 413-415
  enrolling, 412

Part B
  benefits, 415-418
  claims/appeals, 418
  enrolling, 412
  uncovered expenses, 418

standardized supplemental benefits
  core benefits, 419
  optional benefits, 420
  provisions, 421-422
  standardized policy forms, 420

supplemental insurance, 419

Medicare Part C. See Medicare+Choice
Medicare SELECT, 422

medicare supplement insurance, premiums, 455

Medicare+Choice
  fee-for-service plans, 422-423
  HMOs (health maintenance organizations), 423
  PPOs (preferred provider organizations), 423
  PSOs (provider-sponsored organizations), 423-424
  Medigap policies, 419-422
  mental disorders, major medical expense benefits, 375-376
  mental infirmity expense benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 369
  MET (multiple employer trusts), 92, 300
  MEWA (multiple employer welfare arrangements), 300
  MGA (managing general agents), defining, 16
  MIB (Medical Information Bureau), 79
  military
    group insurance, 244
    service exclusions, 199
    TRICARE, 426
  minimum deposit life insurance policies, 161
  minimum premium plans (group insurance), 97
  minors, naming beneficiaries as, 192
  miscellaneous medical benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 365
  misrepresentations. See also churning contracts, 66
  Unfair Trade Practices Act, 45
  missing tooth provisions (dental care insurance), 388
  Misstatement of Age provision, 187-188, 331
  mode of premium payment, 311
  Model Life Insurance Replacement Regulation, 130
  modification clause provisions, 188
  modified premium life insurance policies, 161
  money-purchase pension plans, 268
  moral hazards, defining, 3
  morale hazards, defining, 3
  morbidity, 83-84
  mortality rate, 83
  mortality tables, 83
  mortality, risk rating (underwriting), 83
  mortgage redemption life insurance policies, 162
  multiple employer groups, 92
  multiple protection life insurance policies, 162
  mutual insurers, defining, 11
  MVA (market-value adjusted) annuities, 235

N

NAIC (National Association of Insurance Commissioners), 49, 130, 434
NAIC Model Group Life Insurance Bill, 240-241
NAIC Model Privacy Act, 27
  naming beneficiaries, 192-194
  Narcotics provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 336
NASD (National Association of Securities Dealers), 229
National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors Web site, 499
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), 434
  needs analysis, life insurance, 103-104
  net payment cost index method (life insurance cost comparisons), 109-110
  net premiums, 85
  network model HMO, 290
  no loss-no gain laws, 314, 370
  nonadmitted insurers, defining, 15
  noncancelable policies, 338
  nonconfining disability (total disability), 351
  noncontributory groups, 93
  eligibility periods, 95
  enrollment percentages, 96
  nondisabling rider (disability), 355
  nonforfeiture annuity options, 224
  nonforfeiture options (life insurance), 211-213
nonforfeiture provisions, LTC (long-term care), 446
noninsurance sponsors (insurance distribution), 16
nonlicensed insurers, defining, 15
nonoccupational coverage, 339
nonoccupational disability (total disability), 349
nonparticipating policies, 213
nonprofit insurers, 11
nonqualified policies, LTC (long-term care), 445
nonroutine dental care treatments, 387
normal retirement age (Social Security), 250, 253
Notice of Claim provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 325-326
notices of appointment, insurance licenses, 42
notices of proposed insurance, credit health insurance policies, 393
Notices to Applicants Regarding Replacement of Life Insurance (replacements), 130
notification statements, COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 403
nursing home benefits, medical expense insurance, 380

OASDI (Old Age Survivors and Disability Insurance), benefits of, 248
OBRA (Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989), 404-405
occupational disability (total disability), 349
occupational diseases, workers compensation, 427
offices, insurance licenses, 41-42
offset rider (disability), 354
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (OBRA), 404-405
one-year term dividend options (life insurance), 217
ongoing relationships, defining, 31
open panel contracts (prepaid dental plans), 389
open panel HMO, 291
open-access HMO, 295
open-ended HMO plans, 295
opt outs, information sharing, 31-32
oral hygiene instructions (dental care insurance), 388
oral pathology, 387
oral surgery, 387
ordinary insurance. See whole life insurance
organ transplant benefits, medical expense insurance, 380
orthodontics, 387
Other Insurance in This Insurer provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 331-332
out-of-pocket limits. See stop-loss limits
Outlines of Coverage, 37
outpatient care expense benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 369
outpatient medical services (HMO basic services), 291
outpatients, services/supplies (Medicare, Part B), 417-418
own occupation (total disability), 348
ownership clause provisions, 180
ownership rights provisions, 179-180

P
packages (policies), 9
paid-up additions options (life insurance), 215-216
paid-up options (life insurance), 216
parol evidence rule, 67
Part A (Medicare) benefits
home health care, 414
hospice care, 414-415
inpatient hospital care, 413
respite care, 415
SNF (skilled nursing facility), 413-414
uncovered expenses, 415
enrolling, 412
Part B (Medicare) benefits
claims/appeals, 418
enrolling, 412
uncovered expenses, 418
partial assignment provisions, 186
partial disability (total disability), 349
partial disability benefits (workers compensation), 303
partial payment, life insurance claims, 127
participating policies, dividends, 213
partnerships, health insurance policies, 454
partnerships (business), 112-113
Paul v. Virginia, 24
Payment of Claims provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 327-328
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payment of premium provisions, 179
payment options. See settlement options payments
credit health insurance, disability, 392
life insurance claims, 126-127
medical expense insurance, 364-365
premiums, mode of premium payment, 311
payor riders, 168
payroll taxes
Social Security, 253-254
Social Security disability benefits, 452
PCP (primary care physicians), HMO, 293
pediatric dentistry, 387
penalties
Fair Credit Re, 30
Privacy Act of 1974 violations, 26
Unfair Claims Practices provisions
(Unfair Trade Practices Act), 49
pension plans, 268
per capita beneficiary designations, 195
per stirpes beneficiary designations, 195
per-cause deductibles, 373
percentage participation. See coinsurance perils, defining, 3
periodontics, 387
periods, benefits (long-term care), 442
permanent disability (total disability), 350, 356
permanent insurance. See whole life insurance
permanent life insurance, converting from group insurance, 243
permanent partial disability benefits (workers compensation), 303
permanent total disability benefits (workers compensation), 303
personal contracts, 65
personal information
disclosure authorization, 25-26
sharing, opt outs, 31-32
Pfingsten Publishing LLC Web site, 499
PHO (physician hospital organizations), 297
Physical Examination and Autopsy provision
(Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 329
physical hazards, defining, 3
physician statements (applications), 77
physician’s nonsurgical expenses. See regular medical expense benefits
physicians. See doctors
PIA (primary insurance amount), 250-252, 426
PIR (insurance protection riders). See GIR
policies
absolute assignments, 179-180
amendments, 185
basic medical expense insurance
evacuation accident expense benefits, 369
evacuation first-aid expense benefits, 368
exclusions/limitations, 369-370
home health care expense benefits, 369
hospice care expense benefits, 369
hospital expense benefits, 364-365
in-hospital physician expense benefits, 367
maternity expense benefits, 368
mental infirmity expense benefits, 369
outpatient care expense benefits, 369
regular medical expense benefits, 366
surgical expense benefits, 366
benefits, restoration of, 374
blanket, group health care plans, 301
business overhead expense insurance, 454
constructive deliveries, 313
credit health insurance, 392-393
creditor rights, 210
defining, 2
delivering
constructive deliveries, 126, 313
mailing policies, 126
personal delivery, 125
dental care insurance
benefit payment, 387
coinsurance, 386
comprehensive policies, 386-387
exclusions/limitations, 388
nonroutine treatments, 387
prepaid plans, 389-390
provisions, 388
scheduled policies, 386
service areas, 389
underwriting, 388
disability insurance, taxes, 455
dread disease, 390
effective dates, 312
endorsements, 185
exchanges, taxes, 261
face amounts
  defining, 8
  term insurance, 139
  whole life insurance, 143
fees, 312-313
franchise, group health care plans, 301-302
group health insurance
  accidental death, 398
  dismemberment, 398
  group health insurance, 398
  hospital expense, 398
group life insurance, taxes, 258
health insurance
  issuing replacement policies, 314-315
  servicing, 314
  taxes, 453-454
  underwriting, 310
hospital income insurance, 391
lapsing, 324
life insurance
  replacements, 129-130
  retention of, 131
LTC (long-term care) insurance, 435, 455-456
major medical expense insurance
  all-cause deductibles, 373
  benefit limitations, 375-376
  benefit periods, 374
  carryover provisions, 374
  common injury or illness provisions, 374
  comprehensive expense benefits, 371-372
  covered expenses, 372-373
  family deductibles, 374
  per-cause deductibles, 373
  restoration of benefits, 374
  supplemental expense benefits, 371-372
maximum benefits, sublimits, 8
MEC, 256
medical expense insurance, benefits, 379-380
medicare supplement insurance, premiums, 455
Medigap, 419-422
nonparticipating, 213
nonqualified, LTC (long-term care), 445
packages, 9
participating, dividends, 213
policy terms, 312
prescription drug, 391
qualified, LTC (long-term care), 444
qualified group long-term care insurance, taxes, 454
riders, 185
  accelerated benefit, 171
  ADB, 164-165, 172
  additional insured, 170
  cost of living, 169
  disability income, 167
  GIR, 168-169
  living needs, 171
  LTC, 171
  payor, 168
  return of cash value, 169
  return of premium, 169
  substitute insured, 170
  third-party rights, 210
  travel accident insurance, 390
  vision care insurance, 391
  waivers, 164
    waivers of monthly deductions, 167
    waivers of premiums, 165-167
policy change provisions, 189
policy continuation, 337-339
policy distribution, 15-17
policy effective dates, 312
policy face, 62, 336
policy forms, group insurance, 242
policy issuance
  applications, submitting, 124
  premiums, 122-124
policy loan provisions, 182
policy provisions
  benefit payment clause, 339
  case management, 339-340
  consideration clause, 337
  free look, 336
  insuring clause, 337
  nonoccupational coverage, 339
  policy continuation, 337-339
  policy face, 336
  precertification, 340
  preexisting conditions, 339
  second surgical opinion, 340
Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law
  mandatory provisions, 322
  mandatory provisions, Change of Beneficiary, 329-330
  mandatory provisions, Claim Forms, 326
  mandatory provisions, Entire Contract; Changes, 322
mandatory provisions, Grace Period, 323-324
mandatory provisions, Legal Actions, 329
mandatory provisions, Notice of Claim, 325-326
mandatory provisions, Payment of Claims, 327-328
mandatory provisions, Physical Examination and Autopsy, 329
mandatory provisions, Proof of Loss, 326-327
mandatory provisions, Reinstatement, 324-325
mandatory provisions, Time Limit on Certain Defenses; Incontestability, 323
mandatory provisions, Time of Payment of Claims, 327
optional provisions, 330
optional provisions, Cancellation, 334-335
optional provisions, Change of Occupation, 330-331
optional provisions, Conformity with State Statutes, 335
optional provisions, Illegal Occupation, 335-336
optional provisions, Insurance with Other Insurers, 332-333
optional provisions, Misstatement of Age, 331
optional provisions, Narcotics, 336
optional provisions, Other Insurance in This Insurer, 331-332
optional provisions, Relation of Earnings to Insurance—Average Earnings Clause, 333-334
optional provisions, Unpaid Premium, 334
Policy Summaries, 37
policyowners, defining, 74
group insurance, premium payments, 240
master policies, 242
portability, HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), 401-402
POS (point-of-service) health care plans, 296-297. See also open-ended HMO plans
PPOs (preferred provider organizations), 295, 423
practice exam 1
answers, 471-474
questions, 461-469
practice exam 2
answers, 487-491
questions, 477-485
pre-need funeral life insurance policies, 163
precertification authorization, 340
precertification provision, 340
preexisting conditions, 339
disability income insurance, 347
LTC (long-term care), 443
major medical expense benefits, limitations of, 376
Medigap policies, 421
preferred provider organizations (PPOs), 295, 423
preferred risks, 82
premature distributions (retirement plans), 274
premium mode, determining premiums, 86
premiums
Agency law, 57
annuities, 226-227
automatic premium loan provisions, 183
business overhead expense insurance, 454
collecting, 122
defining, 2, 310
determining, 83-86
dual, 146
earned, 310-311
flat additional premiums (substandard risks), 82
graded premium plan life insurance policies, 162
gross annual premiums, 85
group accidental death and dismemberment policies, taxing in, 453
group disability insurance, 453
group insurance, 93, 240
initial, 124, 311
level premiums, 85
life insurance taxes, 256
LTC (long-term care), 440
LTC (long-term care) insurance policies, taxes, 455-456
medicare supplement insurance policies, taxes, 455
mode of premium payment, 311
modified premium life insurance policies, 161
net, 85
payment of premium provisions, 179
policy effective dates, 312
provisions

policy fees, 312-313
policy terms, 312
qualified group long-term care insurance
policies, taxes, 454
receipts, 122-124
return of premium riders, 169
term insurance, 138
unearned, 310-311
Unfair Trade Practices Act, 47
universal life insurance policies, 151
waivers of premiums, 165-167
whole life insurance, 143
Prentice Hall Web site, 498
prepaid dental plans, 389-390
prepaid health care plans, 286
preretirement periods (income), 104
prescription coverage (health insurance), 284
prescription drug benefits, medical expense
insurance, 379
prescription drug policies, 391
presumptive disability (total disability), 349
pretext interviews, 28
preventive health services (HMO basic serv-
ices), 291
primary beneficiaries, 191
primary insurance amount (PIA), 426
primary insurers, 400
principals, defining, 56
prior hospitalization, LTC (long-term care), 440
Privacy Act of 1974, 25-26
Privacy Protection Study Commission, Privacy
Act of 1974, 25-26
private insurers, 12
probationary periods
disability income insurance, 347
group insurance, underwriting, 94
Producer Licensing Model Act. See PLMA
producer regulation
controlled business, 45
licenses
denial of, 43-44
maintaining, 41-42
revoking, 43-44
licensing, 37-39
producers
brokers, defining, 18
claims, 126
as fiduciaries, 316
fiduciary responsibilities, 131
field underwriting, 81
insurance consultants, defining, 18
life and health agents, defining, 17
life insurance, 129-131
life insurance claims
partial payment, 127
payment, 126-127
responsibilities upon insured's death, 128-129
life insurance, selling
advantages as property, 107-108
business uses for life insurance, 111-116
charitable uses for life insurance, 111
cost comparisons, 109-110
estate planning, 106
human life value concept, 103-104
income analysis, 104-106
living benefits, 107
needs analysis, 103-104
personal uses for life insurance, 110-111
recommendations, 103
policy delivery, 125-126
policy issuance, 122-124
property and casualty agents, defining, 17
responsibilities, 132, 316
solicitors, defining, 18
producers cooperatives, 286, 289
professional care advisors, LTC (long-term
care), 442
profit-sharing plans, 268, 272
prohibited provisions, 200
Proof of Loss provision (Uniform Individual
Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions
Law), 326-327
property and casualty agents, defining, 17
property insurance, defining, 9
property
life insurance policies as, 107-108
safety of principal, 108
prospective review, 340
prosthodontics, 387
provider-sponsored organizations (PSOs),
Medicare+Choice, 423-424
provisions. See also policy provisions
beneficiary, 189
common disaster, 197
contingent beneficiaries, 191
facility of payment, 198
irrevocable beneficiaries, 190
naming beneficiaries, 192-195
primary beneficiaries, 191
revocable beneficiaries, 190
spendthrift clause, 197-198
tertiary beneficiaries, 191
common disaster, 197
facility of payment, 198
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group health insurance, 398
conversion privilege, 399-400
Coordination of Benefits Provision, 400-401
dependent coverage, 400
errors, 401
Records, 401
LTC (long-term care)
adult day care, 441
benefit amounts, 442
benefit periods, 442
care level, 440
eligibility, 439
elimination periods, 443
exclusions, 443
home health, 441
hospice, 441
preexisting conditions, 443
premiums, 440
prior hospitalization, 440
professional care advisors, 442
renewability, 439
respite care, 441
waiver of premium, 440
Medicare, 421-422
Nonforfeiture, LTC (long-term care), 446
prohibited, 200
spendthrift clause, 197-198
standard
absolute assignment, 186
applicant control clause, 180
assignment clause, 185
automatic premium loan, 183
autopsy, 188
beneficiary assignment, 187
collateral assignment, 186
complete assignment, 186
conditional assignment, 186
consideration clause, 178
total contract, 184-185
execution clause, 179
free look, 189
grace periods, 181
incontestability clause, 183
insuring clause, 178
medical examination, 188
misstatement of age clause, 187-188
misstatement of sex clause, 188
modification clause, 188
ownership rights, 179-180
partial assignment, 186
payment of premium, 179
policy change, 189
policy loan, 182
reinstatement clause, 181-182
suicide clause, 184
voluntary assignment, 186
withdrawal provisions settlement option, 209
PSOs (provider-sponsored organizations), Medicare+Choice, 423-424
purchasers, LTC (long-term care), 435-436
pure risks, defining, 3
qualification periods, disability income insurance, 347
qualified group long-term care insurance, taxes, 454
qualified policies, LTC (long-term care), 444
qualified retirement plans
403(b) arrangement, 273
CODA, 268
defined benefit, 266-267
defined contribution, 266-268
distributions, 273-274
ERISA, 275-276
IRA, 269-271
Keogh, 273
life insurance, incidental limitations, 274
SEP, 272
SIMPLE, 271-272
vesting rules, 266-267
qualifying beneficiary, COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 403
qualifying events, COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 403
quarters of coverage (Social Security insured status), 249
questions
CD review, 493-494
practice exam 1, 461-469
practice exam 2, 477-485
rated-up age (substandard risks), 82
rating
insurance companies, 35
LTC (long-term care) factors, 438
rating risks (underwriting)
expenses, 84-85
interest, 84
morbidity, 83-84
mortality, 83
premium mode, 86
rebating, Unfair Trade Practices Act, 46
rehabilitation benefits
  disability, 333
  workers compensation, 303
reimbursement basis payments, medical
  expense insurance, 364
reimbursement plans, health insurance, 285
reinstatement clause provisions, 181-182
reinstatement of benefits, 374
Reinstatement provision (Uniform
  Individual Accident and Sickness Policy
  Provisions Law), 324-325
reinsurers, defining, 12
reissue term insurance policies, 140
Relation of Earnings to Insurance—Average
  Earnings Clause provision (Uniform
  Individual Accident and Sickness Policy
  Provisions Law), 333-334
relative values (surgical benefits), 366
renewability
  guaranteed renewable policies, 338
  LTC (long-term care), 439
  policy continuation, 337-338	new
renewable term insurance policies, 139
renewing insurance licenses, 42
replacement policies, health insurance poli-
  cies, 314-315
replacements (life insurance), 129
  Comparison Statements, 130
  insurer duties, 130
  Model Life Insurance Replacement
  Regulation, 130
  Notices to Applicants Regarding
  Replacement of Life Insurance, 130
  producer duties, 130
representations (contracts), 66
requirements (legal), life and health insur-
  ance contracts, 63-64
reserves, unpaid premium reserves, 87
residential care, LTC (long-term care), 438
residual disability (total disability), 350
resource Web sites (exams), 497-499
resources (exam), 497
respite care
  LTC (long-term care), 441
  Medicare, Part A, 415
restoration of benefits, 374
restorative dental care, 387
results clauses, war/military service exclu-
  sions, 199
retaining life insurance policies, 131
retirement, ERISA (Employee Retirement
  Income Security Act of 1974), 405-406
retirement benefits (Social Security), 251
retirement income annuities, 234
retirement income life insurance policies,
  160
retirement periods (income), 105
retirement plans
  403(b) arrangement, 273
  CODA, 268
  defined benefit, 266-267
  defined contribution, 266-268
  distributions, 273-274
  ERISA, 275-276
  IRA, 269-271
  Keogh, 273
  life insurance, incidental limitations, 274
  SEP, 272
  SIMPLE, 271-272
  vesting rules, 266-267
retrospective premium arrangements (group insurance), 97
return of cash value riders, 169
return of premium riders, 169, 356
review questions (CD), 493-494
revocable beneficiaries, 187, 190
revoking insurance licenses, 43-44
riders, 162, 185
  accelerated benefit, 171, 446
  ADB, 164-165, 172
  additional insured, 170
  cost of living, 169
  disability income, 167
  disability income insurance, 353-356
  examples of, family protection life insurance policies, 159
GIR, 168-169
living needs, 171
LTC, 171
payor, 168
return of cash value, 169
return of premium, 169
substitute insured, 170
viatical settlements, 172
waivers, 164
  waivers of monthly deductions, 167
  waivers of premiums, 165-167
rights (consumer), consumer reporting agencies, 29
risk
  defining, 2
  excess and surplus lines, 13
  hazards, 3
  insurable interest, defining, 5
  law of large numbers, defining, 4
  managing, 3-4
  perils, defining, 3
  pure risks, defining, 3
  speculative risks, defining, 2
  versus loss, 2
risk avoidance, defining, 3
risk classification (underwriting), 81-82
risk plans, 424
risk rating (underwriting)
  expenses, 84-85
  interest, 84
  morbidity, 83-84
  mortality, 83
  premium mode, 86
risk reduction, defining, 4
risk retention
  defining, 4
  self-insurance, 13
risk selection (underwriting), 74
  adverse selection, 75
  AIDS, 77-78
  criteria for, 75
  resources for, 75-79
risk transfers, defining, 4
risks
  homogeneous risks, 6
  insurable risks, characteristics of, 6-7
  LTC (long-term care), rating, 438
rollovers, 275
room and board benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 364-365
Roth IRA, 271

s
safety of principal (property), 108
sales loads, 149
scheduled dental care insurance policies, 386
scheduled premium variable life insurance policies. See VLI policies
second injury funds, workers compensation, 429
second surgical opinion provision, 340
second-to-die life insurance policies, 160
Section 1035 policy exchanges (Internal Revenue Code), 261
Section 303 stock redemption plans, 115
Securities Act of 1933, 153, 229
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, 153
securities, VLI policies as, 152-153
self-employed persons, health insurance policies, 454
self-funded health care plans, 297-298
self-insurers, defining, 13
self-regulation, NAIC, 49
selling life insurance
  advantages as property, 107-108
  business uses for life insurance, 111
    corporations, 113-116
    partnerships, 112-113
    sole proprietorships, 112
specialized life insurance

charitable uses for life insurance, 111

cost comparisons, CIR method, 109-110
costs of death, 102

estate planning, 106

human life value concept, 103-104

importance of insurance, 102

income analysis, 104-106

living benefits, 107

needs analysis, 103-104

personal uses for life insurance, 110-111

recommendaions, 103

SEP (Simplified Employee Pensions), 272

service areas
dental care insurance, 388
HMO, 289

service basis payments, medical expense insurance, 364

service insurers, 11

service organizations, 286

servicing health insurance policies, 314

settlement options (life insurance), 206

advantages of, 211
fixed amount, 208-209
fixed period, 207-208
interest only, 207
life income, 209
withdrawal provisions, 209

SGLI (Servicemen's Group Life Insurance), 244

shared funding arrangements (group insurance), 97

sharing personal information, opt outs, 31-32
short-rate returns, 335
short-term disability, 352
sickness, defining (total disability), 351

SIMPLE (Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees), 271-272

single premium annuities, 226

single premium whole life insurance policies, 145

skilled nursing care, LTC (long-term care), 438

SKN (skilled nursing facilities), 285, 413-414

small business health care plans, 299

social health insurance
Medicaid, 425
Medicare, 412
employer coverage, 424
Medicare+Choice, 422

PPOs (preferred provider organizations), 423

PSOs (provider-sponsored organizations), 424
Medicare+Choice, 422-423

Part A, 412-415
Part B, benefits, 412, 415-418
standardized supplemental benefits, 419-422
supplemental insurance, 419
social security disability, 426

TRICARE, 426

workers compensation
benefit types, 427
compensable injuries, 427
compensation laws, 428
disability types, 428
extraterritorial provisions, 428
occupational diseases, 427
second injury funds, 429

social insurance, 14

Social Security, 14

benefits
disability, 252
dual-benefit eligibility, 251
maximum family, 253
retirement, 251
survivor, 251-252
taxes, 254
types of, 248
covered workers, 248
earnings limits, 253
eligibility, 248, 251
insured status
currently insured, 250
disability insured, 250
fully insured, 249
quarters of coverage, 249
payroll taxes, 253-254
PIA, 250-252

Social Security Act, 248, 405

social security disability, 354, 426, 452

social security supplements (disability), 355

sole proprietors, health insurance policies, 454

sole proprietorships, 112

solicitors, defining, 18

solvency
insurance company regulations, 34
reserves, 87

SPDA (single premium deferred annuity), 225

specialized life insurance
advantages of, 164
deposit term life insurance policies, 163
disadvantages of, 164
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endowment life insurance policies, 157-158
family income life insurance policies, 158-159
family maintenance life insurance policies, 159
family protection life insurance policies, 159-160
graded premium life insurance policies, 162
index-linked life insurance policies, 162-163
joint life insurance policies, 160
juvenile life insurance policies, 161
minimum deposit life insurance policies, 161
modified premium life insurance policies, 161
mortgage redemption life insurance policies, 162
multiple protection life insurance policies, 162
pre-need funeral life insurance policies, 163
retirement income life insurance policies, 160
specified disease insurance, 283
speculative risks, defining, 2
spendthrift clause provisions, 197-198
SPIA (single premium immediate annuity), 225
split-dollar plans (corporations), 116
sponsors, MET, 300
spousal impoverishment rule, Medicaid, 425
staff model HMO, 290
standard provisions
absolute assignment, 186
applicant control clause, 180
assignment clause, 185
automatic premium loan, 183
autopsy, 188
beneficiary assignment, 187
collateral assignment, 186
complete assignment, 186
conditional assignment, 186
consideration clause, 178
entire contract, 184-185
execution clause, 179
free look, 189
grace periods, 181
incontestability clause, 183
insuring clause, 178
medical examination, 188
misstatement of age clause, 187-188
misstatement of sex clause, 188
modification clause, 188
ownership rights, 179-180
partial assignment, 186
payment of premium, 179
policy change, 189
policy loan, 182
reinstatement clause, 181-182
suicide clause, 184
voluntary assignment, 186
standard risks, defining, 81
standardized policy forms, Medicare, 420
standardized supplemental benefits
(Medicare)
core benefits, 419
optional benefits, 420
provisions, 421-422
standardized policy forms, 420
state regulations
AIDS, 77-78
Commissioners, scope of duties, 33
group health insurance, 407
COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), 402-404
ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974), 405-406
HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), 401-402
OBRA (Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989), 404-405
TEFRA (Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982), 405
Insurance Code, 32
insurance companies, 33
guaranty associations, 36
insurer examinations, 35
insurer solvency, 34
investments, 34
marketing/advertising, 36-37
ratings, 35
taxes, 34
LTC (long-term care), 445
producers, licensing, 37-39
statutes, 32
status clauses, war/military service exclusions, 199
statutes, defining, 32
stock insurers, defining, 11
stock purchase plans. See cross-purchase plans
stock redemption plans, Section 303 stock redemption plans, 115
stop-loss limits, 372
straight life annuity settlement options. See life annuity settlement options
straight life insurance, 145
sublimits (maximum benefits), 8
submitting applications, 124
subscribers, 12, 286
substance abuse, major medical expense benefits, 376
substandard risks, 81-82
substitute insured riders, 170
suicide clause provisions, 184
suitable purchasers, LTC (long-term care), 435-436
Superintendents (state insurance regulation). See Commissioners
supplemental benefits (major medical expense insurance), 372
supplemental expense benefits (major medical expense insurance), 371-372
supplemental HMO health care services, 292-293
supplemental insurance (Medicare), 419
supplemental standardized benefits (Medicare)
  core benefits, 419
  optional benefits, 420
  provisions, 421-422
  standardized policy forms, 420
supplements, social security (disability), 355
surgical benefits, 366
surgical expense benefits (basic medical expense insurance), 366
surgicenters, 285
surrender cost index method (life insurance cost comparisons), 109
surrender values, life insurance taxes, 257
survivor benefits (Social Security), 251-252
survivor life insurance policies, 160
suspending insurance licenses, 43-44

T
target benefit pension plans, 268
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA), 405
Tax Reform Act of 1984, 157
tax-deferred annuities, 273
taxes
  business life insurance, AMT, 261
  business overheard expense insurance policies, 454
  disability insurance, 455
  federal, life insurance, 259
  gift, life insurance, 260
  group accidental death and dismemberment policies, 453
health insurance
  group policies, 453-454
  individual policies, 452
  sole proprietors/partnerships, 454
income, life insurance, 260
insurance company regulations, 34
IRA contributions, 269
life insurance, 254
  accelerated benefits, 257
  annuities, 257-258
  cash surrender values, 257
  cash value accumulation, 258
  cash value accumulation tests, 255
  corridor tests, 255
  death benefits, 256
  dividends, 257
  group life insurance policies, 258
  guideline premium tests, 255-256
  MEC, 256
  policy exchanges, 261
  premiums, 256
LTC (long-term care) insurance policies, 455-456
medicare supplement insurance policies, 455
payroll, social security disability benefits, 452
qualified group long-term care insurance policies, 454
retirement plan distributions, 274
Roth IRA, 271
Social Security benefits taxes, 254
Social Security payroll taxes, 253-254
TEFRA (Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982), 405
temporary agent licenses, 40-41
temporary annuity certain settlement options, 233
temporary disability (total disability), 350
temporary insurance agreements, 124
temporary total disability benefits (workers compensation), 303
term insurance
  advantages of, 141
  convertible term policies, 139
  decreasing term policies, 140-141
  deposit term life insurance policies, 163
disadvantages of, 142
  face amounts, 139
  family protection life insurance policies, 160
  increasing term policies, 141
  indeterminate premium term policies, 141
  interim term policies, 141
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level term policies, 140
premiums, 138
reentry term policies, 140
renewable term policies, 139
term policies, 339
termination of appointment, insurance licenses, 43
tertiary beneficiaries, 191
test resource Web sites, 497-499
test resources, 497
testamentary transfers (estate planning), 106
testamentary trusts, 194
tests
practice test 1
answers, 471-474
questions, 461-469
practice test 2
answers, 487-491
questions, 477-485
third-party ownership, defining, 74
third-party ownership rights provisions, 180
third-party policy rights, 210
Time Limit on Certain Defenses:
Incontestability provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 323
Time of Payment of Claims provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 327
total disability, defining
accidental means, 351
any occupation, 348
confining versus nonconfining, 351
injury versus sickness, 349
loss of earnings, 348
medically defined, 349
occupational versus nonoccupational, 349
own occupation, 348
partial, 349
permanent, 350
presumptive, 349
recurrent, 350
residual, 350
sickness, 351
temporary, 350
transfer for value rules, 260
travel accident insurance, 283, 390
TRICARE, 304, 426
trust groups, 92
trusts, 193-194
TSA (tax-sheltered annuities), 234
twisting
defining, 46
Unfair Trade Practices Act, 46	
two-tiered annuities, 233
U
U.S. Government as an insurer, 13-14
UCR (usual, customary and reasonable) values (surgical benefits), 366
unauthorized insurers, defining, 15
unconditional receipts. See binding receipts
underwriting
dental care insurance policies, 388
expense ratios, 86
field underwriting, 81
field insurance, 93
adverse selection, 94
eligibility periods, 95
optional requirements, 96-97
statutory requirements, nondiscriminatory classifications, 95-96
health insurance policies, 310
loss ratios, 86
reserves, 87
risk classification, 81-82
risk rating
expenses, 84-85
interest, 84
morbidity, 83-84
mortality, 83
premium mode, 86
risk selection, 74
adverse selection, 75
AIDS, 77-78
criteria for, 75
resources for, 75-79
unpaid premium reserves, 87
unearned premiums, 310-311
Unfair Claims Practices provisions (Unfair Trade Practices Act), 48
boycotts, 47
churning, 46
defamation, 46
discrimination, 46
false financial statements, 46
discrimination, 46
false/deceptive advertising, 45
illegal premiums/charges, 47
intimidation, 47
misrepresentations, 45
penalties, 49
rebating, 46
twisting, 46
Unfair Trade Practices Act
Unfair Claims Practices provisions, 48
boycotts, 47
churning, 46
defamation, 47
discrimination, 46
false financial statements, 46
false/deceptive advertising, 45
illegal premiums/charges, 47
intimidation, 47
misrepresentations, 45
penalties, 49
rebating, 46
twisting, 46
Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law, 322

mandatory provisions
Change of Beneficiary, 329-330
Claim Forms, 326
Entire Contract; Changes, 322
Grace Period, 323-324
Legal Actions, 329
Notice of Claim, 325-326
Payment of Claims, 327-328
Physical Examination and Autopsy, 329
Proof of Loss, 326-327
Reinstatement, 324-325
Time Limit on Certain Defenses; Incontestability, 323
Time of Payment of Claims, 327

optional provisions
Cancellation, 334-335
Change of Occupation, 330-331
Conformity with State Statutes, 335
Illegal Occupation, 335-336
Insurance with Other Insurers, 332-333
Misstatement of Age, 331
Narcotics, 336
Other Insurance in This Insurer, 331-332
Relation of Earnings to Insurance—Average Earnings Clause, 333-334
Unpaid Premium, 334

Uniform Simultaneous Death Act, 196
unilateral contracts, 65
universal life insurance policies, 148
cash value adjustments, 149-150
death benefits, 150
loans/withdrawals, 150-151
premium requirements, 151
sales loads, 149
unlimited liability (sole proprietorships), 112
Unpaid Premium provision (Uniform Individual Accident and Sickness Policy Provisions Law), 334
unpaid premium reserves, 87
urgent care centers, 285
utilization review, 340

V

variable annuities, 223
accumulation units, 229
annuity units, 230
payouts, 224
securities regulations, 228-229
vending machines (insurance distribution), 16
vertical dimension, splinting, and restoring occlusion exclusion (dental care insurance), 388
vesting rules, retirement plans, 266-267
viatical settlements, 111, 172
viators, 172
vision care benefits, medical expense insurance, 379
vision care insurance, 391
VLI (variable life insurance) policies, 154
12% rule, 153
cash values, 152
death benefits, 151
defining, 10
insurance, regulation as, 153
premiums, 152
securities, regulation as, 152-153
voluntary assignment provisions, 186
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waiting periods, 8
waivers, 164
defining, 58
waivers of monthly deductions, 167
waiver of premiums, 165-167, 356, 440
war exclusions, 199
warranties (contracts), 65
Washburn School of Law Web site, 499
Web sites
Aspen Publishers, 499
BISYS Education Services, 495-497
Harcourt Legal and Professional Publishing, 499
Insurance Information Institute, 499
Kluwer Academic Publishers, 498
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 499
National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors, 499
Pfingsten Publishing LLC, 499
Prentice Hall, 498
Washburn School of Law, 499
whole life insurance
advantages of, 147
continuous premium whole life policies, 145
current assumption whole life policies, 146
disadvantages of, 147
economatic whole life policies, 146
face amounts, 143
guaranteed cash values, 143
indeterminate premium whole life policies, 146
limited payment whole life policies, 145
nonforfeiture values, 144
policy loans, 144
premiums, 143
single premium whole life policies, 145
straight life policies, 145
withdrawal provisions settlement option (life insurance), 209
workers compensation
benefit types, 427
compensable injuries, 427
compensation laws, 428
death benefits, 303
disability benefits, 303
disability types, 428
eligibility, 302
elimination periods, 303
extraterritorial provisions, 428
income benefits, 303
medical benefits, 302
medical expense insurance, 378
occupational diseases, 427
rehabilitation benefits, 303
second injury funds, 429